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Last month‘s cover of Family & Friends asked the question,
"Can they pull it off?"
Although in new places and at new times, the parade and
festival were well received by the 500 or so GLBT community
members that lined and even stepped out onto Riverside Drive
to.show Memphis their gay pride.
To the Memphis Pride Inc. board, we say thank you. Many
of you have fretted over the low turnout of people, but we say
please stop and think before you react as many have before.
This town seems to have a cycle, a cycle that needs to stop. It
has operated for decades in the gay community alone. A few in—
dividuals work very hard to bring about what our community
says it wants; in this case, a Memphis Pride parade and festival.
In other cases, gala balls and a place for the GLBT community to
call their own. The events are carried out and then the very pub—
lic that made its wants known either doesn‘t show up and/or
sits back for Monday morning quarterbacking, criticizing the ef—
forts of those few. Those few leaders get discouraged and give
up. Another few take their places and the cycle repeats.
Folks, we have to stop the cycle somehow. We have to drive
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the negativism out of our community, or at least keep it in check
and not spread it. As our grandmother said, if you didn‘t vote,
you can‘t complain.
Our community just completed a step in the cycle, the 2001
Memphis Pride parade and festival. Those that did attend the
parade remarked how fantastic the cool breeze was blowing
off the river, driving away the heat, as well as about the setting
sun creating a fantastic backdrop for the city of Memphis to see
some of our proud GLBT community members.
The Memphis Lesbian and Gay Coalition for Justice rally
had to be the largest ever as most of the crowd stopped and
listened to the words of three leaders in the fight for our free—
dom and full inclusion in the world around us.
The festival saw most of those same individuals on Saturday.
The Mid—South Coliseum‘s acoustic soundness showed each of
the performers at their absolute best. Several vendors remarked
how "vendor friendly" Memphis Pride was and would be return—
ing to the next festival. They were not deterred by low attendance.
But again, the Memphis Pride board members, weary of
working so hard, literally, to bring about probably one of the
smoothest operationsyet, hear the voices of criticism ring in
their head and look at the low attendance and wonder if they
heard the community right.
There is a growing voice that Pride parades are outdated. Yes,
over the years the spirit of the pride parades have changed from
marches to force the straight people to look at the gay and lesbi—
ans in their midst and hear what they had to say to actual pa—
rades of celebration. Some actually complainthat the parades
are boring and not entertaining, "Been there, seen that." Well, a
parade is supposed to go beyond entertainment as one would
expect from a stage. Being a part of the parade, or even standing
on the curb shouting encouragement to friends and fellow com—
munity members participating in the parade apparently was not
the intention of those seeking entertainment for him or herself.
One famous complaint year to yearis Memphis Pride
shouldn‘t be charging admission. There were several other
events going on around town to celebrate Pride also. Admis—
sions were charged to cover the expenses of those events. And
hundreds of you paid those admission costs with no complaint.
Just as the organizers of those events had to charge to cover
expenses, so does Memphis Pride Inc.
Don‘t get us wrong. It would be great to have a free event,
_ but it takes support from the community to build the numbers
to entice the sponsors, local and national, to cover the costs so
that the—event can be free one day. See the cycle? If you want a
free event, you have to support the eventin the first place even
if it costs you a fewbucks.
There is no doubt that Memphis Pride Inc. had to pay their
dues this year. They were starting from six feet under, having
See And Your Point Is, page 11
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Tony Horne is touching the stages of Memphis again, July 6
to 29 as he directs A BriefHistory of White Music at Theatreworks,
located at 2085 Monroe Avenue (behind Overton Square).
A Brief History of White Music is a soulful musical revue fea—
turing an all—black cast interpreting theall—white music of the
Andrews Sisters, Buddy Holly, Elvis, the Beach Boys, the
Beatles and many other artists. A Brief History of White Music
presents all the songs you grew up loving as theyve never

been sung before!
"It is a show full of star numbers," Horne told Family &
Friends. "This show has a feel of a cabaret or a night club act.
From the Lennon Sisters to John Lennon, we run the gamut
across the decade."
The cast includes singer—actor—dancers, Beverly Davis, Krystal
Williams and Ricky Wright with Irving Evans providing musi—
cal direction.
"The key to this show is having terrific voices and terrific
personalities," Horne said of the cast.
"I was excited to come home to visit and do some creative
work at the same time," Horne said of his stint in Memphis.
A Brief History of White Music is a Playhouse on the
Square special project and a First Tennessee Bank Bravo!—
funded production.
Tickets are $15 each and showtimes are at 8 p.m. on Thurs—
day, Friday and Saturday and 2 p.m. on Sunday.
For reservations, call (901) 726—4656.

Augu‘st
Pride events in Nashville
OPEN (Our Pride Encompasses Nashville)is entering the
summer Pride seasonwith a full list of activities. The PrideFest
2001 Logo Contest has received several incredible entries and a
winner will soon be announced. The creator of the logo chosen

Vickie

and friends

With special guest
Shannon Yarbrough
&
Emcees

OPEN gears up for

will receive a $50 gift certificate from Outloud Books and Gifts.
The Pride Pageant will be held at Illusions on Sunday, Aug.
19, at 8 p.m. and will officially begin Pride Week in Nashville.
Drag queens and drag kings will compete in five categories for
the titles of Miss Pride 2002 and Mr. Pride 2002. Entry fees are
$75 for Miss Pride contestants and $50 for Mr. Pride contes—
tants. Miss Pride 2002 will receive a tiara, a hotel suite and cash
(total value $500) and Mr. Pride will receive a scepter, hotel suite
and cash (total value $250). The Pride Pageant is co—sponsored
by OPEN and MAC Productions.
OPEN is also busy organizing events for the remainder of
Pride Week and for the Pride Festival, set for Saturday, Aug. 25,
held again this year on the Bicentennial Mall. Festival coordi—
nators are Pam Wheeler, Linda Ray Miller, Cilene Bosch and
Morgan Guoan.
For more information, call (615) 890—5165 or visit
www.opennashville.org.
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* Alison Tate
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Get ready for a night of buzzy, punk—pop as the ‘60s surf and
girl—group the Go*@Go‘s perform at the Horseshoe Casino &
Hotel‘s Bluesville Showcase Nightclub Thursday, Aug. 2, at 8 p.m.
Some bands might be satisfied with racking up a collection
of instantly recognizable hits, influencing a new generation of
pop stars and stopping there. But for the Go@Go‘s, a stellar
legacy just wasn‘t enough. So, lead vocalist Belinda Carlisle;
bassist Kathy Valentine; guitarists Jane Wiedlin and Charlotte
Caffey, and drummer Gina Schock, responsible for such clas—
sics as "Our Lips Are Sealed," "We Got The Beat," "Vacation"
and "Head Over Heels" decided to make a whole new album.
‘God Bless The Go*Go‘s is truly a 21st century Go*@Go‘s LP. It
reflects the exuberance the band has maintained through time
and experience, bursting with the energy of their earliest albums.
Once the most popular all—female band to emerge from the

to

for

this

play

girl

Tunica

punk/new wave explosion of the late ‘70s and early ‘80s, the
became one of the first commercially successful fe—
male groups that wasn‘t controlled by male producers or man—
agers.
Initially, the group was formed in 1978, as the Misfits, and
included band members Carlisle, Wiedlin, Caffey, Margot
Olaverra on bass and Elissa Bello on drums. But it was not long
after the five women got together that they changed their name
and began playing local parties and small California clubs.
Schock joined the band in 1979, and the group recorded its first
demo. The following year, the Go@Go‘s toured England and
released "We Got The Beat" on Stiff Records.
Not long after the release of the band‘s first song, American
club disc jockets got their hands on an import copy of the song
and played it resulting in it becoming a huge underground club
hit. Before the end of 1980, Olaverra became ill and couldn‘t
perform any longer, hence the addition of Valentine on bass,
See Go«Go‘s, page 22
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Community mourns

loss

of Barbara Baker

quite eloquently. She will be greatly missed and
‘The Memphis and Mid—South GLBT com—
her ability to bring people together for a com—
munity mourned the loss of one of its most re—
mon cause will be missed."
|
spected and prominent members last month
Betty Richerson, the Mystic Krewe of
when Barbara Ann Baker, 49, died suddenly
Aphrodite‘s present ball captain and a friend
© of a pulmonary embolism Sunday, June 10,
of Baker‘s for four years, said the two met
2001.
|
through Aphrodite.
Baker, acting in the capacity of Queen
"I remember Barbara as the most gentle
Magique II of the Mystic Krewe of Memphis —
woman
I‘ve ever known," Richerson said. "She
United, had just finished performing a produc—
was
very
even—tempered and went out of her
tion number with her friend and King Magique
way to help folks. She never said no to anything
II, Bill Zachary, when she became ill and was
you asked of her. My most prominent memory
rushed by ambulance to Methodist Hospital—
of Barbara is that she was a genuine lady, one of
Central. The show was the Mystic Krewe of
the
few I‘ve ever known."
$
BS
Aphrodite‘s annual fundraiser and was being
Fellow Wang‘s co—worker and friend Jean
staged at the MadisonFlame.
Crawford remembers Baker "as a lady."
A Memphis resident and former customer
"We were friends," Crawford continued. "She
service agent for Wang‘s International, Baker
got
me my job at Wang‘s. I met her at Holy Trin—
grew up in West Memphis, Ark. She was
Barbara Ann Baker
ity (Community Church) before she married
graduated from West Memphis High School
Linda, oh, about nine or 10 years ago. Barbara
~ and what was then Memphis State University
She was very giving and kind; just always a
lady.
a
always
_ was
with a business degree.
telling me about young men who were sick
her
remember
I
lady.
A highly—regarded member of the Memphis GLBT commu—
and in the hospital, men we (at the church) didn‘t even know
nity, Baker donated much of her time to charitable organiza—
about. She would tell us about them and we would go visit them."
tions in the Memphis area. Baker was active in many charitable
One of Baker‘s many passions was volunteering her time for
organizations, including Friends For Life, Loving Arms, the
For Life, especially for
Friends
Mystic Krewe of Aphrodite and the American Cancer Society.
annual auc—
organization‘s
the
of
Krewe
Mystic
the
of
member
founding
a
Baker also was
tion. Butch Valentine, Friends
Memphis United, anorganization in which she served as trea—
For Life director of fundraising,
surer, and presently served as president. She also was presently
knew Baker well.
serving as Queen Magique II of the organization‘s 2001 Mardi
"We‘re dedicating the auction
Gras Ball. The Mystic Krewe of MU was formed in 1999.
(this year) to her memory," Val—
_ Baker‘s partner and Mystic Krewe of Memphis United‘s King
entine began. "I‘ve known her
Magique I, as well as a founder of the organization, Linda K.
since the beginning of the (Mys—
Jones of Memphis, remembers her partner of nine years, "Bar—
tic) Krewe (of Memphis United).
bara taught me what a relationship was really all about and what
She always had a hug and a kiss
an unconditional love really was. In past relationships I had al—
for me. She always put so much
ways put the other person first in my life, but being with Barbara
into it (Friends For Life). She was
was the first time someone treated me that way. I miss her." —
a real lady and that wasalways _
Zachary, who met Baker in July 1999, when he and his part—
ner, Ed Rachels, joined the Mystic Krewe of MU, said, "The thing. a plus at these functions."
Baker is survived by her
I remember the most about Barbara is that she always seemed
partner, Linda K. Jonestof the
happy and had a positive attitude about everything. She had
home; a sister, Peggy dePeralta
the most beautiful smile. Barbara was always laughing."
of Fremont, Calif.; a brother,
"I met Barbara playing shuffleboardand darts at The Jungle,"
Tommy Warbritton of Marion,
recalled friend and fellow Mystic Krewe of MU member Lonnie
Ark.; three nieces; onenephew;
‘McElwain, MU‘s Queen Magique I. "I had known Linda (Jones)
four great—nephews; a great—
previously before I left Memphis in 1978. There‘s just so much
good to say about her (Baker) that everyone thinks there‘s no niece, and a host of friends. ©
Memorial services were
way someone could be that good, but there was. She was dif—
held at Canale Funeral Direc—
ferent than most people. She just made the most of everything.
tors on Union Extended. The
She was a very, very good person."
f
family has requested that me—
Ed Hammett, Baker‘s friend for more than 15 years who offi—
ciated her memorial service, remembers her as "a beautiful, el— morials be sent to the Mystic
Krewe of Memphis United,
egant lady who always put others before herself, as seen in her
7626 Shelby Woods Cove,
made
She
partner.
her
to
charity work. She made a commitment
Memphis,
TN 38125.
did
she
which
community,
the
serve
to
herself
to
a commitment
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VIRACEPT®
(nelfinavir mesylate)
Tablets and Oral Powder
Information for Patients
about VIRACEPT® (Vi—ra—cept)
Generic Name: nelfinavir (nel—FIN—na—veer) mesylate
For the Treatment of Human
Immunodeficiency Virus (HIV) Infection
Please read this information carefully before taking VIRACEPT. Also, please
read this leaflet each time you renew the prescription, just in case anything
has changed. This is a summary and not a replacement for a careful
discussion with your doctor. You and your doctor should discuss VIRACEPT
when you start taking this medication and at regular checkups. You should
remain under a doctor‘s care when taking VIRACEPT and should not change
or stop treatment without first talking with your doctor. —
Alert: Find out about medicines that should NOT be taken with
VIRACEPT. Please also read the section "MEDICINES YOU SHOULD NOT
TAKE WITH VIRACEPT.
WHAT IS VIRACEPT AND HOW DOES IT WORK?
VIRACEPT is used in combination with other antiretroviral drugs in the
treatment of people with human immunodeficiency virus (HIV) infection.
Infection with HIV leads to the destruction of CD4 T cells, which are important
to the immune system. After a large number of CD4 cells have been
destroyed, the infected person develops acquired immune deficiency
syndrome (AIDS)
VIRACEPT works by blocking HIV protease (a protein—cutting enzyme), which
is required for HIV to multiply. VIRACEPT has been shown to significantly
reduce the amount of HIV in the blood. Although VIRACEPT is not a cure
for HIV or AIDS, VIRACEPT can help reduce your risk for death and illness
associated with HIV. Patients who took VIRACEPT also had significant
increasesin the number of CD4 cell count.
VIRACEPT should be taken together with other antiretroviral drugs such
as Retrovir® (zidovudine,AZT), Epivir® (lamivudine, 3TC), orZerit® (stavudine,
d4T). Taking VIRACEPT in combination with other antiretroviral drugs
reduces the amount of HIV in the body (viral load) and raises CD4 counts.
VIRACEPT may betaken by adults, adolescents, and children 2 years of age
or older. Studies in infants younger than 2 years of age are now taking place.
DOES VIRACEPT CURE HIV OR AIDS?
VIRACEPT is not a cure for HIV infection orAIDS. People taking VIRACEPT may
stil develop opportunistic infections or other conditions associated with HIV
infection. Some of these conditions are
ia, herpes virus infect
Mycobacterium avium complex (MAC) infections, and Kaposi‘s sarcoma.
There is no proof thatVIRACEPT can reduce the risk of transmitting HIV to
others through sexual contact or blood contamination.
WHO SHOULD OR SHOULD NOT TAKE VIRACEPT?
Together with your doctor, you need to decide whetherURACEPT is appropriate
foryou. In making your decision, the following should be considered:
Allergies: If you have had a serious allergic reaction to VIRACEPT, you
must not take VIRACEPT. You should also inform your doctor, nurse, or
pharmacist of any known allergies to substances such as other medicines,
foods, preservatives, or dyes.
If you are pregnant: The effects ofVIRACEPT on pregnant womenor their
unborn babies are not known. If you are pregnant or plan to become
pregnant, you should tell your doctor before taking VIRACEPT.
Ifyou are breast—feeding: You should discuss with your doctor the best way
to feed your baby. You should be aware that if your baby does not already
have HIV, there is a chance that it can be transmitted through breast—feeding.
Women should not breast—feed if they have HIV.
Children: VIRACEPT is available for the treatment of children 2 through 13
years of agewith HIV. There is a powder form ofURACEPT that can be mixed
with milk, baby formula, or foods like pudding. Instructions on how to take
VIRACEPT powder can be found in a later section that discusses how
VIRACEPT Oral Powder should be prepared.
If you have liver disease: VIRACEPT has not been studied in people with
liver disease. If you have liver disease, you should tell your doctor before
taking VIRACEPT.
Other medical problems: Certain medical problems may affect the use
of VIRACEPT. Some people taking protease inhibitors havedeveloped new
or more serious diabetes or high blood sugar. Some people with hemophilia
have had increased bleeding. Itis not known whether the protease inhibitors
caused these problems. Be sure to tell your doctor if you have hemophilia
types A and B, diabetes mellitus, or an increasein thirst and/orfrequent
urination.
Changes in body fat have been seen in some patients taking protease
inhibitors. These changes may include increased amount of fat in the upper
back and neck ("buffalo hump"), breast, and around the trunk. Loss of fat
— from the face, legs and arms may also happen. The cause and long—term
health effects of these conditions are not known at this time.
CAN VIRACEPT BE TAKEN WITH OTHER MEDICATIONS?
VIRACEPT may interact with otherdrugs, including those you take without
a prescription. You must discuss with your doctor any drugs that you are
taking or are planning to take before you take VIRACEPT.
Medicines you should not take with VIRACEPT:
Propulsid® (cisapride, for heartburn)
. Cordarone® (amiodarone, for irregular heartbeat)
Quinidine (for irregular heartbeat), also known as Quinaglute®,
Cardioquinaﬁq, amidex‘ﬁ’, and 013m
C
Ergot derivatives (Cafergot® and others, for migraine headache)
Halcion® (triazolam)
Versed® (midazolam)
Mevacor® (lovastatin, for cholesterol lowering)
Zocor® (simvastatin, for cholesterol lowering)

Taking the above drugs with VIRACEPT may cause serious and/or life—
threatening adverse events.
Rifampin® (for tuberculosis), also known as Rimactane®, Rifadin®,
Rifater®, or Rifamate®
This drug reduces blood levels of VIRACEPT.
Dose reduction required if you take VIRACEPT with: Mycobutin®
(rifabutin, for MAC); you will need to take a lower dose of Mycobutin.
A change of therapy should be considered if you are taking
VIRACEPT with:
Phenobarbital
Phenytoin (Dilantin® and others)
Carbamazepine (Tegretol® and others)
These agents may reduce the amount of VIRACEPT in your blood and
make it less effective.
Oral contraceptives ("the pill")
If you are taking the pill to prevent pregnancy, you shoulduse a different
type of contraception since VIRACEPT may reduce the effectiveness of
oral contraceptives.
§
Special considerations
Before you take Viagra® (sildenafil) with VIRACEPT, talk to your doctor
about possible drug interactions and side effects. If you take Viagra and
VIRACEPT together, you may be at increased risk of side effects of Viagra
such as low blood pressure, visual changes, and penile erection lasting
more than 4 hours. If an erection lasts longer than 4 hours, you should
seek immediate medical assistance to avoid permanent damage to your
penis. Your doctor can explain these symptoms to you.
It is not recommended to take VIRACEPT with the cholesterol—lowering
drugs Mevacor® (lovastatin) or Zocor® (simvastatin) because of possible
drug interactions. There is also an increased risk of drug interactions
between VIRACEPT and Lipitor® (atorvastatin) and Baycol® (cerivastatin);
talk to yourdoctor before you take either of these cholesterol reducing
drugs with VIRACEPT.
Taking St. John‘s wort (hypericum perforatum), an herbal product sold as
a dietary supplement, or products containing St. John‘s wort with VIRACEPT
is not recommended. Talk with your doctor if you are takingor are planning
to take St. John‘s wort. Taking St. John‘s wort may decrease VIRACEPT levels
and lead to increased viral load and possible resistance to VIRACEPT or
cross resistance to other antiretroviral drugs.
HOW SHOULD VIRACEPT BE TAKEN WITH OTHER ANTI—HIV DRUGS?
Taking VIRACEPT together with other anti—HIV drugs increases their ability
to fight the virus. It also reduces the opportunity for resistant viruses to grow.
Based on your history of taking other anti—HIV medicine, your doctor will
direct you on how to take VIRACEPT and other anti—HIV medicines. These
drugs should be taken in a certain order or at specific times. This will
depend on how many times a day each medicine should be taken. It will
also depend on whether it should be taken with or without food.
Nucleoside analogues: No drug interaction problems wereseen when
VIRACEPT was given with:
Retrovir (zi
AZX)
Epivir (lamivudine, 3TC)
Zerit (stavudine, d4T)
Videx® (didanosine, ddl)
If you are taking both Videx (ddl) and VIRACEPT:
Videx should be taken without food, on an empty stomach. Therefore, you
should take VIRACEPT with food one hour after or more than two hours
before you take Videx.
Nonnucleosidereverse transcriptase inhibitors (NNRTis):
When VIRACEPT is taken together with:
Viramune® (nevirapine)
The amount of VIRACEPT in your blood is unchanged. A dose adjustment
is not needed when VIRACEPT is used with Viramune.
Sustiva‘"" (efavirenz)
The amount of VIRACEPT in your blood may be increased. A dose adjustment
is not needed when VIRACEPT is used with Sustiva.
Other NNRTIs
%
f
;
VIRACEPT has not been studied with other NNRTis.
Other protease inhibitors:
When VIRACEPT is taken together with:
Crixivan® (indinavir)
f
The amount of both drugs in your blood may be increased. Currently, there
are no safety and efficacy data available from the use of this combination.
Norvir‘" (ritonavir)
:;
$
The amount of VIRACEPT in your blood may be increased. Currently, there
are no safety and efficacy data available from the use of this combination.
Invirase® (saquinavir)
~
The amount of saquinavir in your blood may be increased. Currently, there
are no safety and efficacy data available from the use of this combination.
WHAT ARE THE SIDE EFFECTS OF VIRACEPT?
Like all medicines, VIRACEPT can causeside effects. Most of the side
effects experienced with VIRACEPT have been mild to moderate. Diarrhea
is the most common side effect in people taking VIRACEPT, and most
adult patients had at least mild diarrhea at some point during treatment.
In clinical studies, about 15—20% of patients receiving VIRACEPT 750 mg
(three tablets) three times daily or 1250 mg (five tablets) two times daily
had four or more loose stools a day. In most cases, diarrhea can be controlled
using antidiarrheal medicines, such asImodium® A—D (loperamide) and
others, which are available without a prescription.
Other side effects that occurred in 2% or more of patients receivin
VIRACEPT include nausea, gas and rash.
;
There were other side effects noted in clinical studfes that occurred in
less than 2% of patients receiving VIRACEPT. However, these side effects f
may have been due to other drugs that patients were taking or to the
illness itself. Except for diarrhea, there were not many differences in side
effects in patients who took VIRACEPT along with other drugs compared
with those who took only the other drugs. For a complete list of side
effects, ask your doctor, nurse, or pharmacist.
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HOW SHOULD I TAKE VIRACEPT?
f
VIRACEPT is available only with your doctor‘s prescription. Your doctor may
prescribe the light blue VIRAGEPT Tablets either as 1250 mg (five tablets)
taken two times a day or as 750 mg (three tablets) taken three times a day.
VIRACEPT should always be taken with a meal or a light snack. VIRACEPT
tablets are film—coated to help make the tablets easier to swallow.
Take VIRACEPT exactly as directed by your doctor. Do not increase or
decrease any dose or the numberof doses per day. Also, take this medicine
for the exact period of time that your doctor has instructed. Do not stop
taking VIRACEPT without first consulting with your doctor, even if
you are feeling better.
Only take medicine that has been prescribed specifically for you. Do not
give VIRACEPT to others or take medicine prescribed for someoneelse.
The dosing of VIRACEPT may be different for you than for otherpatients.
Follow the directions from your doctor, exactly as written on the label.
The amount of VIRACEPT in the blood should remain somewhat consistent
over time. Missing doses will cause the concentration of VIRACEPT to
decrease; therefore, you should not miss any doses. However, if you
miss a dose, you should take the dose as soon as possible and then take
your next scheduled dose and future doses as originally scheduled.
Dosing in adults (including children 14 years of age and older)
The recommended adult dose of VIRACEPT is 1250 mg (fivetablets) taken
two times a day or 750 mg(three tablets) taken three times a day. Each
dose should be taken with a meal orlightsnack.
Dosing in children 2 to 13 years of age
The VIRACEPT dose in children depends on their weight. The recommended
dose is 20 to 30 mg/kg (or 9 to 14 mg/pound) per dose, taken three times
daily with a meal or light snack. This can be administered either in tablet
form or, in children unable to take tablets, as VIRACEPT Oral Powder.
Dose instructions will beprovided by the child‘s doctor. The dose will be
given three times daily using the measuring scoop provided, a measuring
teaspoon, or one or more tablets depending on the weight and age of the
child. The amount of oral powder or tablets to be given to a child is
described in the chart below.
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In measuring oral powder, the scoop or teaspoon should be level.
* 1 level scoopcontains 50 mg of VIRACEPT. Use only thescoop provided
with your VIRACEPT bottle.
7 1 level teaspoon contains 200 mg of VIRACEPT. Note: A measuring
teaspoon used for dispensing medication should be used for
measuring VIRACEPT Oral Powder. Ask your pharmacist to make sure you
have a medication dispensing teaspoon.
How should VIRACEPT Oral Powder be prepared?
The oral powder may be mixed with a small amount of water, milk,
formula, soy formula, soy milk, dietary supplements, or dairy foods such
as pudding or ice cream. Once mixed, the—entire amount must betaken to
obtain the full dose.
‘%
Do not mix the powder with any acidic food or juice, such as orange or
grapefruit juice, apple juice, or apple sauce, because this may create a
bitter taste. __.
Once the powder is mixed, it may be stored at room temperature or
refrigerated for up to 6 hours. Do not heat the mixed dose once it has
been prepared.
If
Do not add water to bottles of oral powder.
VIRACEPT powder is supplied with a scoop for measuring. For help in
determining the exact dose of powder for your child, please ask your
doctor, nurse, or pharmacist.
f
VIRACEPT Oral Powder contains aspartame, a low—calorie sweetener, and
therefore should not be taken by children with phenylketonuria (PKU).
HOW SHOULD VIRACEPT BE STORED?
Keep VIRACEPT andall other medicines out of the reach of children. Keep
bottle closed and store at room temperature (between 59°F and 86°F)
away from sources of moisture such as a sink of other damp place. Heat
and moisture may reduce the effectiveness of VIRACEPT.
Do not keep medicine that is out of date or that you no longer need. Be
sure that if you throw any medicine away, it is outof the reach of children.
Discuss all questions about your health with your doctor. If you have
questions about VIRACEPT or any other medication you are taking, ask
your doctor, nurse, or pharmacist. You can also call 1.888.VIRACEPT
(1.888.847.2237) toll free.
Call 1.888.VIRACEPT
VIRACEPT and Agouron are registered trademarks of Agouron
Pharmaceuticals, Inc.
Copyright ©2001, Agouron Pharmaceuticals, Inc. All rights reserved.
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Lilly‘s owners named

Employers

of Year

—

RY ANITA Mod4T
MANAGING EnITOR
Last month, Lilly‘s dimSum thenSome owners Nancy Tesmer
and Kathy Webb were named Tennessee Employer of the Year
by Tennessee ARC, the state—wide organization serving people
with mental disabilities.
Tesmer and Webb received the
award at the Tennessee ARC con—
vention on June 16. They were
honored for being the employer
who did the most in the state for

Teamer and Webs

j

Spend more on you.

providing access and employment

Less on your hO te1

opportunities for people with dis—
abilities and for serving as an ex—
ample to other employers.
"Since we‘ve been in the res—

f
At Hampton Inn & Suites®, we can make
sure you get a clean, comfortable roomor suite and

tauracilt lbusifness (vivebhalxlle Zleceived
a and
lot offor
awards,
both indi—
vidually
the business
But

. none mean as much as this award
because of the people involved," Webb told Family & Friends.
Lilly‘s also was recognized by Mid—South ARC in Novem—
ber 2000, as Employer of the Year for the Memphis area. Re—
cently, Nation‘s Restaurant News, the largest restaurant trade
publication, featured a story on Lilly‘s and employee Courtney
Taylor, Mid—South ARC‘s Employee of the Year, and a team
member at Lilly‘s.
"They are not only an employer, they are mentors and role—
models," said Carlene Leaper, executive director of Mid—South
ARC. "They serve as the only support system for these people.
The employees look at them as not giving thema hand—out but
a hands—up. The employees (that work at Lilly‘s) now come in
the office with a thumb‘s up sign. The mission of ARC is to
empower individuals with disabilities to achieve theirfull po—
tential and Lilly‘s has done this."
f
For more information on the program, contact Mid—South
ARC at (901) 327—2473 or Lilly‘s at (901) 276—9300.
:
$
And Your Point Is
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from page 4

to build back broken bridges from last year‘s fiasco and trying
to regain the community‘s trust.
—

still have plenty left over for that
« spree. And A when the
out—of—town shopping

_

fun is done, you can relax at the pool,
stretch out at the fitness center and fuel up all over
again at our free breakfast bar. Free,
don‘t you just love that word?
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Hilton HHonors
$
;
A Member of the Hilton Family of Hotels.
For reservations, visit us at hamptoninn.com
or call
1—800—HAMPTON:
962 S. Shady Grove Road

To the Memphis Pride Inc. board we saythank you for a job
well done and we can only hope that the professionalism and
organization that existed this year will continue for years to come.
Our point is this ... yes, they did pull it off. Maybe the num—
«bers weren‘t high, but the events were planned and pulled off

a
Memphls, TN 38120
9017620056 —

smoothly and those that did attend had a great time. Wish you

Hilton HHonors membership, earning of Points & Miles"", and redemption of
points are subject to Hilton HHonors Terms and Conditions.

had been there; we‘ll be looking for you next year.

©2001 Hilton Hospitality, Inc.
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Thanks to DEACON CROSS, DI ANNE PRICE AND HER
BOYFRIENDS, RYAN DAUGHTERY AND JEFF POPE, D J
WOLFY, AND CAROL PLUNK AND HER BAND for outstand—
ing performances at the Memphis Pride Festival last month at
the Mid—South Coliseum. Carol was finally in a venue to do her
— justice. We hope her next CD will reflect the "live" electric feel
of Carol Plunk and her band.
At the festival the winners were announced for the parade
categories. The winners were: Best Walking Group, Memphis Gay
& Lesbian Community Center; Best Float/ Vehicle, Mystic Krewe
of Memphis United; Best Costume, Mystic Krewe of Memphis
United; Most Representative of Theme, Integrity—Memphis, and
Most Prideful, Lesbian & Gay Coalition for Justice.
Also, the festival was the place for the announcement of the
2001 Memphis Pride Awards for the "best of." Those winners
are: Sharon Wray — Lifetime Achievement Award; Mystic Krewe
of Aphrodite— Organization of the Year; Barbara Jean Jasen and
Betty Richerson — tie for Volunteer of the Year; Angela Lamb —
Female Role Model of the Year; Rev. Tim Meadows — Male Role
Model of the Year; Alison Tate — Entertainer of the Year; One
More — Best Bar of the Year, andFamily
& Friends Magazine — GLBT—Supportive
Business of the Year.
Comedian and GLBT icon WHOOPI
GOLDBERG is headed to the Mid—South.
That‘s right, now you can see her in per—
son when she takes the stage at HORSE—
SHOE CASINO & HOTELS BLUESVILLE
SHOWCASE NIGHTCLUB on Sunday,
July 15. For showtimes and ticket prices,
call the Horseshoe at (800) 303—SHOE.
Check
out
this
website:
WWW. BLACKSTRIPE.COM/BLACK—

LIST. This is an ongoing listing of famous and not—so—famous
lesbian, gay, bisexual and transgendered people of African de—
scent that has been in progress since 1994. "While honoring those
on this list, take a moment to reflect on how you, too, are mak—
ing history," quotes the developers of this website.
Last month Family & Friends told you about a promotion
that HOME DEPOT was doing to support PFLAG. Home de—
pot was offering a $25 gift certificate to their stores for any
$100 donation to PFLAG. Well, the fearful and ignorant took
to task Home Depot for supporting GLBT individuals. "The
Home Depot has been flooded with negative calls from people
who are upset with their $2,500 donation to PFLAG," Amy
Kobeta, public relations representative of the national PFLAG
offices told Family & Friends. "Conservative groups carried mis—
information on their websites and radio shows, and the up—
roar began. Fortunately, Home Depot is standing by its grant
to PFLAG and the PFLAG Father‘s Day promotion has been
wonderfully successful ..."
s
The HUMAN RIGHTS CAMPAIGN has stepped up measures
to pressure EXXONMOBIL "to reinstate a written non—discrimi—
nation policy covering sexual orientation and to open its domestic
partner benefits to all gay and lesbian employees." Mobil had such
policies but they were lost in the merger with Exxon. HRC encour—
ages "all fairminded Americans" to stop patronizing Exxon or
Mobile gas stations, cancel their Exxon and/or Mobil credit cards,
and write or email ExxonMobil to let them know how you feel.
For more information, check out HRC‘s
website at www.equalityatexxon.org.
Theatre in Memphis is hopping this
month with more than enough to satisfy the
tastes of any card—carrying gay or lesbian.
Circuit Playhouse presents Terrance
McNally‘s LOVE! VALOUR! COMPAS—
SION! , the "Big Chill" starring gay men, a
Victorian House, and three American holi—
days, now through July 29. Tony Horne re—
turns to Memphis to direct A BRIEF HIS—
TORY OF WHITE MUSIC at Theatreworks,
July 6 to 29. And, since the songs of GREASE,
can fill the dance floor at Madison
Flame, perhaps you would like to
catch the stage play at Playhouse
on the Square July 13 through
Aug. 12. PARALLEL LIVES is set
for the Theatre Memphis stage
Aug. 3 through 18. Based on The
Kathy and Mo Show this show
was written by Mo Gaffney and
— Kathy Najimy, a totally gay affirm—
212 North Evergreen
ing and gay supporting woman.
901—722—2177
Emerald Theatre Company will
stage BENT, the story of gay men,
Nazi concentration camps and for—
bidden love and devotion on stage
at Theatreworks Aug. 3 to 12.
Theater can be a great expe—
rience, so please, support your
local company, you‘ll be glad
you did.
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Parallel Lives

returns

to

Little

Theatre

Director Ann Marie Hall talks frankly about the show
R4

LANE

STAFF WRITER
Well—known Memphis actresses Kim Justis and Jenny Odle
Madden are reprising their roles in the hilarious comedy Paral—
lel Lives at the Little Theatre Memphis on Friday, Aug. 3, through
Sunday, Aug. 19. Ann Marie Hall also returns from the original
production to direct.
Justis and Madden first performed Parallel Lives in April 2000,
to sold—out audiences. Based on The Kathy And Mo Show by Mo
Gaffney and Kathy Najimy, which gained huge popularity with
two HBO specials, the Little Theatre production is being staged
again by popular demand.
The play is a series of comedic sketches that look at men and
women as they struggle through the common rituals of mod—
ern life. The show opens with two "Supreme Beings" planning
the creation of the world. Once they‘ve created man, woman
and sex, the "Beings" then delve into everyday situations: Kris
and Jeff on their date to "queer" Denny‘s; Maddie and Syyvie‘s
mid—life consciousness awareness raising at the Las Hermanas
Cafe; Hank and Karen Sue sharing a brew at the local country
. and western bar.
As one of the two media sponsors for the production, Family
& Friends Magazine spoke to director Hall about the show.
F&F: Tell us a little about the show itself.
AMH: Parallel Lives was originally created by Kathy Najimy
and Mo Gaffney as a series of sketch comedy routines that could
rotate and evolve. I saw Kathy and Mo do the show in New
York, off Broadway, several years ago and recalled in the pro—
gram that they listed all the routines that you might be seeing.
I think we saw most of these and keeping that in mind, we did
cut a few out of the script that were not my favorites. Particu—
larly the mime segment. Hate mime.
f
F&F: How difficult is it to direct women who are portraying sev—
eral characters, and more specifically men?
f
AMH: To me, the idea of Parallel Lives goes one step further
from a one—woman show. They are sharing lives and becoming
different people. Both Jenny and Kim have worked a lot together
in the past and have a great rapport with each other ... a kind of
short hand ... and they are each other‘s comic foil, rather than
one person playing the ‘straight man‘ ... they both get to play
men and women, both alike and unlike themselves. And, best
of all, they do the transformations in a seamless manner with
few props or costume changes. Playing the opposite sex is al—
ways a hoot. You get to lower your voice and swagger a bit. It‘s
always nice to pretend you have balls ... they seem to mean so
much to men.
F&F: Parallel Lives is based on The Kathy And Mo Show
by Mo Gaffney and Kathy Najimy, who happens to be extremely
gay—friendly. Are there any gay or lesbian characters or subplots
in the show?
AMH: There is a whole scene where the college boy and girl

Back by popular demand, Paralle!/ Lives: The Kathy and Mo
Show returns to the Little Theatre at Theatre Memphis Aug.
..3—19. Reprising their April 2000, roles are Kim Justis, left,
and Jenny Odle Madden, who gleefully play dozens of roles
while looking "very, very pretty." Photo by Steve Roberts

go to the "queer" Denny‘s ... they are straight, so the gay/lesbian
characters are never seen ... except through the eyes of these two.
And then there is a lovely speech by an older woman about her
favorite nephew and his "roommate." One of my favorite spots
is two people trying to go to sleep, but are unable to do so be—
cause they have some unresolved issues from dinner to discuss
... and it isn‘t until later on in the scene that one of them is called
by a male name ... until then ... it could easily have been—two
women. And then, there is the Los Hermanos scene with the two
women doing their female performance art piece featuring an
ode to the labia ... so that definitely appears to be lesbian—related.
So yeah, there is some of that in there, but so much more.
!
F&F: A little more than a year ago, both actresses performed this
show, and you also directed that first production, correct?
AMH: When I was originally approached about this show, I
didn‘t know if they wanted me to direct or act in it. Luckily, I
was able to get Jenny and Kim to do all the hard work, which
gives me more time to go out for cocktails.
F&F: The April 2000, run was a success, did that have anything
to do with bringing the show back to the Theatre Memphis stage?
AMH: From everything I have heard, it was one of the big—
gest sellers ever in that space and that is why they wanted to do
it again. The show has a very universal subject matter and al—
though it is a rampaging comedy, it does sneak up on you with
some genuine reality that makes you take notice. The show is
See Parallel Lives, page 14
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Page 14

gone. I have had so many people tell me how sorry they were
that they missed Stop Kiss and Parallel Lives ... well, at least for

Parallel Lives
from page 13
also pretty well—known from the HBO specials that have been
airing for years. So that doesn‘t hurt. Successful theater is pretty
simple: just mixa good script with the best actors, pour into a
well—ventilated space, surround that with matching technical
goodies ... and serve with an olive.
F&F: In the past two or three years, there seems to have been an
abundance of plays with and/or about gays and lesbians taking the
stages in Memphis, why do you thinkthis is? Are Memphis audi—
ences responding well to "gay theater?"
AMH: Yes, aren‘t we lucky! There is an amazing amount of
talent in this city. I am so fortunate to be able to work in my
home town and be proud of the endeavors I can pursue. But, it
all does need an audience. As an old theater professor of mine
once said,; "The one thing an actor needs is an audience." And
you have to build and educate your audience. I was very happy
with Stop Kiss, but I wanted those seats full every night and
with more of the "sisters and brothers." I think that gay men
tend to be more inclined to go to the theater and a smaller per—
centage of the lesbian population sees that as an entertainment
option. But they will eventually. Takes some time. The greatest
thrill and biggest downer of live theater is that for the run of
the show you‘re only doing it once each night, and then it is

THE

the latter, they get a second chance.
]
F&F: One last question. Is there anything the audience should _
know before coming to see Parallel Lives?
AMH: Book reservations early andlaugh hard. It‘s good for —
the lungs.
Parallel Lives will be on stage at Theatre Memphis‘ Little The—
atre, located at 630 Perkins Extended, Aug. 3—19. Showtimes are
7:30 p.m. Thursdays; 8 p.m. Fridays and Saturdays; 2 p.m. on
Sunday, Aug. 12, and Pay—What—You—Can night is set for Thurs—
day, Aug. 9. Tickets are $11 for adults and $10 for students and
youth. For tickets, call the TM Box Office at (901) 682—8323. The
show is being sponsored by Bert and Carol Barnett, along with
media sponsors Family & Friends Magazine and The Memphis Flyer.

TENNESSEE DISABILITY INFORMATION &
REFERRAL OFFICE
a

(615) 322—8529 (Voice) * (800) 640—INFO (4636)
(615) 343—2958 (TDD) « (800) 273—9595 (TDD)
E—mail: carole.moore—slater@vanderbilt.edu
Website: http://www.
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Melissa
from page 15
dark /I woke up to find / You had broke all the rules/ And you
changed your mind / Didn‘t I love you good? /Didn‘t I love you
right? /Andwhere are you goin‘ /Dressed to kill tonight?/Oh,
this is going to hurt like hell." "Lover Please" definitely sets the
tone for the remainder of the tracks.
But, as the tracks unfold, especially when played in order, it
becomes clear that Etheridge was striving to produce an album
with a beginning, a middle and an.end.
"It‘s the closest I‘ve ever come to recording a concept album," the
lesbian icon said. "It has a beginning, middle and end. It‘s a journey."
Fittingly, the album also features the most eclectic mix of
musical styles Etheridge has yet explored on any of her previ—
ous six Island Records releases —from "Lover Please," the heavy
rocking opener that‘s a plaintive wail from the gut, to the coun—
try—blues of "The Prison," the beautiful melancholy of "Walk—
ing On Water," the Springsteen—ish pop crescendos of
"Goodnight" and "I Want To Be In Love," straight through to
the hopeful, and appropriately titled, closing track, "Heal Me."
"‘The intention of this album was to haveno limits — to record
each song the way it was meant to be," Etheridge explained. "I
believed when we were recording that all of the songs would

*freedom
2001
Rodeo Sport

BLUFF

all fit together because they were coming from the same cathar—
tic experience. So, no matter what kind of music we were us—
ing, no matter what direction the song was going, they fit to—
gether thematically."
Once past the opening track, Skin takes an open, honest and
sometimes raw look at the pains of love. To me, the best way to
prove my point is to share some of the lyrics.
The third track, "Walking On Water," finds Etheridge sing—
ing, "What did you want/How could I guess?/You wanted
more/I gave you less," while the next track, "Down To One,"
finds her trying to figure out why a relationship has ended,
"What went right?/What went wrong?/Doesn‘t matter much
when it‘s gone."
\
"Goodnight," the fifth track finds Etheridge beginning to take
steps to get on with her life, all the while recalling her lost love.
"Call a new friend for the second time/ You‘re not here/You‘re
not even there/Out of my heart/ And out of my hair."
Then the sixth track, "I Want To Be In Love," begins, signal—
ing a turning point, not only on the CD, but in Etheridge‘s life,
as well.
"I think people are going to be surprised by that song," she
said of the first single and video release. "It‘s the part of the
album where things start to turn upward emotionally, it‘s where
See Melissa, page 23.
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Theatre is easy.
Ours comes with dinner, drinks and a
babysitter. Now that‘s a show.

2001—2002

Season

Mame
Aug. 31 — Sept. 23

Deathtrap
Oct.19 — Nov. 4

A Christmas Carol
Nov. 30 — Dec. 23

The Waverly Gallery

2001 Memphis Pride Parade grand marshals, from left,
Royce Wright, B.J. Hefner and Jimmy Gray, get ready to
cut their congratulatory cake at the Annual Grand Marshal
AnnouncementTea, hosted by the Mystic Krewe of Memphis
United. MU also provided the cake.

March 15 — March 31

l‘.

J
}
|
A
i

Ma Rainey ‘s Black Bottom
May 3 — May 19

A Funny Thing Happened on the
Way to the Forum
June 14 — June 30

The Man Who Came to

f

got/[0
rte 50 U AAF

Dinner

Oct. 19 — Nov. 4
Season Tickets
$90 for all performances
$75 for weekday performances
Call (901) 682—8323

"@" THEATRE MEMPHIS
FOR TICKETS AND INFORMATION, CALL 682—8323

For showtimes call the Malco
Movie Aotline at
(901) 68 1—2020 or visit our
website at www.malco.com
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Love! Valour! Compassion!

Circuit Playhouse brings

‘gay Big Chill‘ to stage

B4 AJNITA hoYT
MANAGIWNG EDITOR
A delightful cast of familiar Memphis actors
bring light to Circuit Playhouse, 1705 Poplar
Avenue, with Terrence McMNally‘s 1994 Tony
Award—winning Love! Valour! Compassion! now
through July 29.
In a secluded Victorian house over—looking a
private lake, eight male friends meet over the
course of three American holidays. The home
belongs to Gregory, an aging choreographer,
who devotes most of his time to his blind,
younger lover, Bobby.
"Um, love my house. Everybody does. I like
to fill it with my friends. And walk around at
night and watch them through the lighted win—
dows. It makes me happy to see them inside our
home," Gregory says, opening the play. He ex—
Cast of Love! Valour! Compassion! includes, from left, Michael Gravois,
plains to the audience about the wonderful de—
Dan Gingert, Jesse Klenk, David Foster, Barclay Roberts, Randall Hartzog
tails of his abode concluding," They don‘t build
and
Jeff Godsey.
houses like this anymore."
Director Dave Landis explained to Family and
like. (We) let them tell the story. It is so mundane and natural."
Friends how Gregory speaks to the audience and makes each and
every one of them welcome into his home, along with his other six
Landis explained how he handled the changesthe gay com—
munity has experience since 1994.
house guests, returning for yet another holiday in the country.
Those friends include a middle—aged couple — Arthur and
"The play is ‘pre—cocktail,‘ We have made it ‘post—cocktail,‘"
Landis said explaining how he had to address the advances
Perry — who have been together more than a decade and argue
almost as much as they love; Buzz — a flamboyant musical the—
that have happened in HIV/AIDS treatment since 1994. "In
ater zealot living with HIV,
terms of dealing with death, (it) is different. It doesn‘t address
it but it does color the play.
and John Jeckyll — a cynical
"Some people may think of it as an AIDS play, but it isn‘t,"
English composer who intro—
duces the group to his newest Landis continued. "It deals with relationships, infidelity, love,
friendship and persons living with AIDS. All these things are
young lover, Ramon. An irre—
sistible Puerto Rican dancer,
interwoven and that is what this play is about."
The cast includes David Foster as Gregory, Jesse Klenk as Bobby,
Ramon provides vitality and
Barclay Roberts as Arthur, Randall Hartzog as Perry, Jeff Godsey as
youth for the group, but also
stirs a little trouble when he Buzz, Dan Gingert as Ramon and Michael Gravois as John/James.
manages to seduce Bobby on
"We‘ve had so much fun working on (the play)," Landis said.
his first night there.
"A lot of (the cast) are having to deal with things close to them.
Funny stuff and sad stuff. Life goes on. The play doesn‘t really
After the first gathering, a
new member is welcomed —
end. (It shows) life continues ... and that is something worth
celebrating."
John‘s twin brother, James —
who also is living with AIDS
These amazing men remind one another, and the audience, just
and whose compassion and
how wondrous life and friendships can be as they each "fall in love
and fall from grace, hurt one another and forgive one another."
tenderness sheds light on
everyone‘s lives.
Showtimes are Thursday to Saturday at 8 p.m. and Sunday
at 2 p.m. The Pay—What—You—Can performance is set for Thurs—
"This is the gay commu—
nity; this is who we are,"
day, July 5, at 8 p.m. Tickets are $16 for adults, $14 for seniors
Landis said. "There are no
and $12 for students and military. Note: This show contains
Ramon (Dan Gingert), left,
nudity and adult content.
outside forces commenting. It
and Bobby (Jesse Klenk)
is walking into a gay person‘s
For more information or reservations, call the box office at
share a stolen moment.
(901) 726—4656 .
home and seeing what‘s it is
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Lesbian

comedian Vickie

Shaw

to

aid

SPIT

‘Can I laugh at that?‘ With a mixed group you don‘t have to get
permission to laugh ... someone is already laughing and that
makes it okay for you to laugh."
mnAnNAGING EnITOR
Shaw described how she got into show business.
Noted lesbian comedian Vickie Shaw will bring her special
"I was a stay—at—home Southern Baptist mother of three and
brand of gay humor to the stage of The Loony Bin Comedy Club,
decided to try stand—up comedy. It was something I always
located at 2125 Madison at Cooper, on Monday night, July 23.
wanted to do, so I did it and it just connected," Shawsaid. "But it
Seating begins at 7:15 p.m. and the show begins at 8 p.m.
was because of comedy ... I came to my coming out and realized
Shaw looks like the
my lesbianism. In com—
woman next door: all—
edy, you can‘t pick and
American with blond hair,
choose which emotion
lipstick and polished fin—
comes out, you have to
gernails. But once she
deal with it."
opens her mouth, you‘ll
Shaw discussed how
know this Texas—born, re—
being a famous lesbian
covering SOB (Southern
comic wasn‘t in her plans.
Baptist) is all family.
"I never planned to be
"I don‘t look the part. I
where I am now," Shaw
blow away all their stereo—
explained. "I did comedy
types. I‘m the woman next
just to say I did it. I never
door, except I happen to be
planned to become a na—
gay," Shaw wrote at her
tionally—known lesbian
website, vickieshaw.com.
comic. When you leave
"There are differences
yourself to your past,
in how I organize my act,"
what you are suppose to
she explained to Family &
do on earth opens itself to
Friends about playing to
you, (if) you don‘t fightit.
gay versus straight versus
"I have no set goals
mixed audiences. "With a
about a particular thing. I
gay audience, I start out
want to do the best I can
with gay material. With a
and impact whoever is
straight audience I start
there by either giving
with (other) comedy and
them a moment of laugh—
then mid—way I tell them I
ter or teaching them
am gay. There is a dead si—
something about gays
lence and shock. Every ear
and lesbians or help them
is tuned in to what I am
‘come out. I want to im—
saying. I love that power.
pact the people I am
So they just sit there, like
around in a positive way."
Vickie Shaw
"Oh my god!" Then I say,
Shaw‘s credits include
‘Some of you are hetero—
headlining at the Michi—
sexuals and thank God you don‘t have to come out.‘ And they
gan Women‘s Festival, the Monterrey Beach Women‘s Festival
laugh. The homophobia threat is removed (because) they don‘t
and the Dinah Shore Golf Tournament. She has entertained at
see me as a threat. Then I go through my gay material and end — many comedy clubs across the U.S. including Spellbinder‘s and
with regular material ... I love doing straight shows.
The Laff Stop in Houston, Comedy Undergroundin Seattle, The
"They (straight audience members) will come up to me at
Improv in Cleveland, 88‘s in New York City and The Light
the end of the show and say ‘You aren‘t really gay, are you?""
Project in Miami. She travels internationally as a headlining
Shaw said. Those individuals see her wedding band and the entertainer on Olivia Travel cruises and at Club Med resorts.
fact that she has three children as signs she must be straight.
Shaw told Family & Friends she does prefer inside venues.
And they are enlightened that lesbians can have partners that
"Outside venues are not my favorite places," she said laugh—
share wedding bands and can raise children, as well.
ing, noting how the wind messes up her hair. "You can‘t have
A mixed crowd offers this comedian more avenues.
your hair too big." ~
"A mixed crowd is always best," Shaw explained. "There
Shaw lives in Rockford, III., with her partner of two years.
are no expectations. The crowd‘s mentality is, ‘If they are laugh—
"(She is) a police officer with retirement and pensions and at
ing, I can laugh too.‘ (For example) in a lesbian crowd, you (may)
See Vickie Shaw, page 21
have to be politically correct. (The audience member) wonders,
RY ANITA Mo4T
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Vickie Shaw
from page 20

my age that is really important," Shaw offered with a laugh.
Shaw‘s 14—year old daughter lives with her and her partner
and her two sons, ages 19 and 21, are away at college.
So how do her children feel about having a lesbian. comic fora mom?
"Other kids ask them, ‘Don‘t you think your mom is funny?‘
(They reply), ‘No, that‘s mom." When she sat her children down
to tell them she was gay, her son responded, "I know."
She noted how her children had to go through their own
coming out process about having a gay mom. Their friends
say, "Your mom‘s cool."
f
"There‘s no shameness with it for them," Shaw explained.
"This is where we are and this is what it is.
"Come to the show, it will be a lot of fun. Pee—in—your— s
pants funny," Shaw said about her visit to the Memphis stage.
"I need to hear my people ... I will be around Southerners
who talk normal."
—
f
+
Shannon Yarbrough will be warming up for Shaw and Alexis
Von Furstenburg and Alison Tate as slated as emcees for the
evening. Proceeds from this event will go to the St. Patrick‘s
Invitational Tournament, an annual national gay and lesbian
f
bowling event held in Memphis.
._
Tickets are $12 , which may be purchased in advance at Inz
& Outz, 553 South Cooper, or $15 at the door.
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together. In 2000, the group appeared on VH1‘s "Behind The
Music" program and released a best—of album, VH1 Behind The
Music: Go *Go‘s Collection.
from page 6
With the group‘s June release of God Bless The Go»Go‘s, fans
will find all the hallmarks of the Go*Go‘s‘ sound on the band‘s
although she had never played bass guitar before in her life.
latest effort: the ‘60s surf and girl—group influence; the buzzy,
In 1981, the
signed with IRS Records and released
punk—pop guitar, the rich vocal harmonies and that instant girl—
their debut album Beauty And The Beat, which soared to No. 1, a
bonding spirit that made the band so endearing. But this isn‘t a
position it maintained for six weeks. The album sold more than
nostalgia trip. Sure, the Go*Gos‘ colorful, sometimes turbulent
two million copies. Hits included on the debut album were a re—
history got the recent in—depth VH1 "Behind The Music" treat—
recorded version of "We Got The Beat" and "Our Lips Are Sealed."
ment, but they never intended to rest on their laurels. Indeed,
Then, in 1982, the group returned to the studio and produced
they started writing new songs as a way of traveling someplace
Vacation, which climbed into the Top 10 and went gold. In 1984,
else besides Memory Lane.
the band again returned to the studio, after Caffey‘s recovery
For the Go*Go‘s "fun" has always been the operative word.
from a broken wrist, and released Talk Show. Although Talk Show
But, Valentine remembers, "when we were getting very sick of the
spawned two Top 40 hits, "Head Over Heels" and "Turn To
You," the effort fell short of obtaining gold status. Following . fun, bubbly image we really wanted to break out of that." Some
years later, while at a B—52s‘ show with Caffey, Valentine wondered,
Wiedlin‘s departure from the band, the group broke up in 1985,
"Why was it so important to us that we be taken seriously? At that
and several of the members pursued solo careers.
moment, we realized that it‘s fine to be what you are."
Carlisle had the most successful solo career of the group,
As well, true wisdom apparently really does come with age.
which included releasing the No. 1 single "Heaven Is A Place
"Yeah, we think we‘re a little more mature, at times," ‘Caffey
On Earth." Prior to forming her own band, The Graces, Caffey
said. "But, we‘re not that mature. We‘re a rock band!"
played lead guitar and wrote songs for Carlisle. Wiedlin released
Tickets to see the Go@Go‘s are $30 and $25 and are avail—
two solo albums and even acted in a few films before organiz—
able at Horseshoe Casino & Hotel in the Bluesville Box Of—
ing the group‘s brief reunion in 1990, which spawned the re—
fice, through TicketMaster locations; by telephone at (901)
lease of the group‘s Greatest Hits CD.,
525—1515 or online at www.ticketmaster.com. For upcoming
Four years later, the Go*Go‘s reunited again in 1994, to record
show information, call (800) 303—SHOE. Must be at least 21
three new tunes for Return Of The Valley Of The Go@Go‘s. Once
the songs were recorded, the band members decided to stay years of age to attend.
Go—Go‘s
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Melissa
from page 17
I say, ‘Okay, that‘s dead and gone. So now what? Well, this is
what I want. I think I can have it and I‘m going to go for it.‘ The
song is hopeful. It‘s sadly romantic. It‘s reaching out — people
will be surprised because it‘s a softer side of me — more femi—
nine. Not that it doesn‘t rock, but the approach is more sensi—
tive. It‘s one of the best songs I‘ve ever written."
From there, Etheridge gives us "Please Forgive Me," a song
with a different sound about trying to begin to love again.
"Please forgive me/But I don‘t know what to do/It‘s an old
fire /This familiar desire
asking is painfully new."
While "The Different" picks up the tempo, "Heal Me," the
closing track, brings the entire CD full circle as she sings, "Heal
me/Lift me/Take me to the water‘s side/Drop me in/Let me
swim/Let everyone know I‘ll be coming home again."
"I want this album to be universal," Etheridge said. "People
of all different sizes, shapes and references will relate to it as a
human emotional experience."
On a more personal angle, the singer believes Skin has abso—
lutely accomplished what she set out to do.
"I was asked by a friend, ‘What do you expect from this al—
bum?‘ And I replied, ‘This album has already served its pur—
‘pose for me. I‘m very free about this album because it came

Platinum

Jewelers

about unexpectedly due to the events in my life— and I just did
what I do and it came from a place of music. It came from in—
side of me to help heal me.""
With more than 25 million records sold to date worldwide,
multiple Grammy award—winner Etheridge has many other
projects in the works, including having just released her auto—
biography entitled The Truth Is ..., giving an intimate acoustic
performance on VHI1 in July and performing as part of "The
Today Show‘s Summer Concert Series" on Aug. 10.
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Visit Egypt at CMOM

Bartlett library to host Camelot

In celebration of the Wonders "Eternal Egypt" exhibition,
children get to unravel the mysteries of Egypt at The Children‘s
Museum of Memphis, 2525 Central Avenue, now through Nov.
4. Children participate in Egypt—related activities, including
building a tabletop—model of a pyramid, trying on Egyptian
costumes, mummifying a mannequin, writing their names us—
ing phonetic Hieroglyphic letters, exploring animals native to
Egypt and examining the differences and similarities between
Memphis, Tenn., and Memphis, Egypt. Admission is $5 for
adults and $4 for seniors and children (age one to 12). The mu—
seum is open Tuesday to Saturday, 9 a.m. to 5 p.m. and Sunday,
1 to 5 p.m. For more information, call (901) 458—2678 or check
out the museum‘s website at www.cmom.com.

The Society for Creative Anachronisms will present a pro—
gram for youth ages 12 to 17, at the Bartlett branch of the Mem—
phis/Shelby County Public Libraries, located at 6382 Stage
Road, on Tuesday, July 17, at 3 p.m.
Can you learn from a shoe?

Children can learn about stars

Global Shoes, on exhibit at the Children‘s Museum of Mem—
phis, 2525 Central Avenue, now through Oct. 21, explores shoes
from more than 40 countries to introduce children to people
and places around the world. The exhibit features a hands—on,
feet—in shoe store and a factory complex that "manufactures"
shoes from around the world. Admission is $5 for adults and
$4 for seniors and children (age one to 12). The museum is open
Tuesday to Saturday, 9 a.m. to 5 p.m., and Sunday, 1 to 5 p.m.
For more information, call (901) 458—2678 or check out the
museum‘s website at www.cmom.com.

Young children can learn about the Solar System while they
ride along with interplanetary investigator Sam Snork and his
assistant, Elmo, in Sharp Planetarium‘s Planet Patrol: Solar Sys—
tem Stake—Out, now through Aug. 31. Sharp Planetarium is lo—
cated inside the Memphis Pink Palace Museum, 3050 Central
Avenue. Showtimes are 10:30 a.m. Monday through Saturday
and 4 p.m. Sunday. Admission is $3.50 for adults, $3 for seniors |
and children (ages three to 12). For information and reserva—
tions, call (901) 320—6362.
Parenting group gives support
A monthly GLBT parent support group meets the second
Thursday of each month at Holy Trinity Community Church,
3430 Summer Avenue, beginning at 7 p.m. On Thursday, July
12, guest speaker and attorney Dixie Ishee will lead a discus—
sion about relevant legal issues in gay parenting. Bring the kids,
childcare is provided. For more information, call Rita or Susan
at (901) 327—4783.

Caterpillar Club to meet
The Memphis Botanic Gardens, located in Audubon Park at
750 Cherry Road, offers pre—school age children a chance to learn
about nature in its Caterpillar Club. On Tuesday, July 17, from 10
to 11 a.m. and again on Wednesday, July 18, from 11 a.m. to noon,
the topic will be "Sneaky Snakes." ‘And on Tuesday, July 31, from
10 to 11 a.m. and again on Wednesday, Aug. 1, from 11 a.m. to
noon, the topic will be "Turtle Island." Cost is $4 per session. For
more reservations and information, call (901) 685—1566, ext. 102.
Workshop to focus on guide dogs
Children can meet Robin Warren and her guide dog, Echo,
at the Highland branch of the Memphis /Shelby County Public
Libraries, located at 460 South Highland, on Wednesday, July
11, at 2 p.m. Warren and Echo also will be at the Cherokee
— branch, 3300 Sharpe, on Tuesday, July 31, at 2 p.m.

Explore science at library
Children entering grades two though six next year are eli—
gible to take part in Science Terrific programs offered by the
Memphis/Shelby County Public Libraries. Each Science Ter—
rific class offers hands—on experimentation and consists of four
one—hour sessions from Monday through Thursday. The class
will be offered at both the Poplar—White Station Branch, 5094
Poplar Avenue, and the East Shelby Branch, 7200 E. Shelby
Drive, July 9 to 12. Grades two to four meet from 2:30 to 3:30
p.m. and grades five and six meet from 4 to 5 p.m. The classes
will be taught by instructors from the Memphis City Schools.
Children successfully completing the program will receive a
certificate and a Science Terrific T—shirt. A parent or legal guard—
. dan must register each child at the branch where the child will

be attending the program.

If the beer‘s starting to impair
your game ...

§

Think what it‘ll do to
your driving.
DESIGNATE A DRIVER
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HRC

FamilyNet adds

Betty DeGeneres, author, mother of
actressEllen DeGeneres and one of the
strongest advocates of gay, lesbian, bi—
sexual or transgender families, is now
a monthly columnist on. HRC
FamilyNet (www.hrc.org/familynet),
the family project of the Human Rights
Campaign Foundation..
DeGeneres will conduct interviews
with other well—known advocates for
equality about marriage, parenting, reli—
gion and other gay, lesbian, bisexual and
transgender family issues. These inter—
views willbe published monthly as "Con—
versations with Betty."
"We‘re very proud to have one of the
most respected parents in America join us
in our efforts to achieve equality for all our
families," said HRC FamilyNet Deputy.
Director Lisa Bennett. "We‘re confident
that Betty will help more Americans un—
derstand that GLBT families need the same
legal protections that all families do."

columnist, DeGeneres

about current laws and legislation, mar—
DeGeneres‘ first column, a conversa—
riage and civil unions, parenting, money,
tion with actress Kathy Najimy, a mom
schools, senior health and housing, work
and supporter of GLBT families, was
and other issues and hosts more than 25
launched on HRC FamilyNet on Mother‘s
experts on its website.
Day in May. That interview is now posted
For more information, go to the
on the website.
website
at www.hrc.org / familynet.
Future columns will include a conver—
sation with Jimmy Creech, the former
United Methodist minister who was
Memphis Gay & Lesbian
defrocked for blessing same—sex unions,
and Jesse Green, author of The Velveteen
Switchboard
Father, a book about gay parenting and
Information, Counseling, Referral
Los Angeles Times‘ Best Book of the Year.
"There is nothing more important to
me than my family, and I am thrilled to
work with HRC FamilyNet to help pro—
mote love and respect for all families,"
Yk
DeGeneres said. "I hope these conversa— |
tions will continue to spread the message
that we have to put aside fears and ste—
(901) 324—42
97
reotypes and accept our families for who
24 Hours a Day
they are."
HRC FamilyNet provides information

At Holy Trinity Community Church we know what that
experience is all about. There is no need to be
pretensious here. We don‘t care how much you make,
where you live or what your sexual orientation is. We
know that church is more than endless debates on who
is "in" and who is "out." It‘s about trusting in God‘s
leading for our lives. At Holy Trinity you will meet real
people who are building a community offaith. We
feature good music, casual environment and relevant
preaching. Join us this Sunday and see for yourself how
people like you have renewed their faith. Religion isn‘t
a dirty word anymore.
Holy Trinity Community Church
The Rev. Timothy Meadows, M.Div., Pastor
MEET WITH us:|

3430 Sumrher Ave.
(between Highland &
National)
f
tut
Sunday: 11:00 a.m.
Wednesday: 7:00 p.m.

TALK ToUS:

Phone: (901) 320—9376

E—mail:
htcomemphis@earthli Ket
Chat: HTCC—
Memphis@yahoogroups.com
)
Website:
www.holytrinitymemphis.org
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Brothers United expands, adds chapters
A

fast-growmg African—American same—gender—lovmg civic of Nashville was formed.
and social group is The Brothers United Network, founded by
"By 1999, four more chapters had joined Brothers United
Dwayne Jenkins of Nashville. These groups have consistently which made us a network. Those chapters are BU of Nashville,
brought educational workshops about safe sex and HIV and BU of Chattanooga, BU of Knoxville, BU of Memphis and last
sexually transmitted diseases (STD) prevention to their respec— was BU of West Tennessee, based out of Jackson, Tenn.," Ienkms
tive communities across Tennessee. And when they get together, said, explaining how the organization has expanded over such
it is not just all work; there are social events and great times, a short period of time.
whether the chapters meet individually or collectively.
Jenkins pointed out the alarming rates of STD infections in
"When I moved from New York to Tennessee seven years the state of Tennessee, emphasizing the need for safe sex work—
ago, I immediately signed up and began volunteering at shops such as the one held last monthby the West Tennessee
Nashville CARES, the state‘s largest and oldest AIDS ser— chapter in Jackson, Tenn.
vice organization," Jenkins explained in an interview with
"People feel that HIV/AIDS or STDs cannot reach smaller
R. Bryant Smith, chairperson of Brothers United of West Ten— cities like Jackson (Tenn.) but it has," Jenkins said. "STDs are
nessee. "Some of my friends and even family members had equally as high in our community. Nationally speaking, it is a
died from AIDS complications and it seemed as if no one shame that three of our major cities in Tennessee are on the
was doing anything about it. In 1998, I attended a meeting Center for Disease Control‘s listing as the cities with some of
at Nashville CARES to help address the affects of HIV / AIDS the highest rates of syphilis per capita. Memphis and Nashville
for men of color in our city. Before I knew it, I had come up are rated number two and three, respectively, under Baltimore.
with the name and concept of Brothers United that origi— Jackson, Tenn, is on the list, as well.
. nally was suppose to serve only people in Nashville ... The
"Statistically speaking, there are 54.8 percent of African—
only thing that I knew was our people needed to be edu— Americans diagnosed as HIV—positive and 43 percent diagnosed
cated about the disease. My motto at the time was, ‘If it
See Brothers United, page 31
infects one of us, it affects all of us!‘ Soon, Brothers United
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types based on sexual orientation, among others."
So here‘s the top 50 for 2001:
1. American Express Co.
2. Walt Disney Co.
3. Microsoft Corp.
4. Lucent Technologies Inc.
5. Xerox —
6. International Business Machines
7. Hewlett—Packard Co.
8. Apple Computer Inc.
9. AMR Corp.
10. Citigroup Inc.
11. Gap Inc.
12. Verizon Communications
13. AT&T Corp.
14. AOL—Time Warner Inc.
15. JP Morgan Chase & Co.
16. Intel Corp.
17. SBC Communications
18. Ford Motor Co.
19. Compaq Computer Corp.
20. New York Times Co.
21. Oracle Corp.
22. Coca—Cola Co.
23. Sun Microsystems
24. Texas Instruments
25. Aetna Inc.
26. FleetBoston Financial
27. Bank of America Corp.
28. US Airways Group Inc.
29. General Motors Corp.
30. Boeing Co. ix
31. Merrill Lynch & Co.__ %
32. Charles Schwab Corp. '
33. General Mills
34. Eastman Kodak Co.
35.QWest Communications Int.
36. UAL Corp.:
37. Chevron Corp»,
38. Wells Fargo & Co.
39. Cisco Systems Inc.
40. Motorola Inc.
41. Costco Wholesale Corp.
42. Chubb Corp.
jil
43. Federated Department Stores
44. Enron Corp.
45. Allstate Corp.
46. Gillette Co.
47. Honeywell International
48. Fannie Mae
— _ 49. Barnes & Noble Inc.
50. Nordstrom Inc.
Permission to reprint granted by gfn.com The Gay Financial Net—
work. For more information on this and other financial areas check
out the website at www.gfn.com.
>

s

Lastmonth,
gfn.com updated
its Companies
list "gfn.com50:
TheMost
Powerful
&
Gay—Friendly
Public
in
Corporate
America."
Everwanted
tohardknowwhich
ofthosebigbusinesses
out
there
wanting
your
earned
GLBT
dollars should get
them?
This
list
is
a
great
guide.
Accordingtowww.gfn.com,thislistiscompiledbygfn.com‘s
teamofexpertsusingtheFortune500
and
the gfn.com 500as a
startingpoint.
Onlypublic
companies
(publiclytradedcompa—
nies) were considerednottoafewprivategay—friendlyindividu—
since theyareresponsibletotheir share—
holdersatlargeand
als.
Second,
only
companies
in theinfluence
Fortune that
500 these
were compa—
consid—
ered
because
"of
the
considerable
nies
exert in shaping American corporate policy," as well as
publicperceptions.
To stay
on the list, the corporate nominee had toonthebasis
(1) have a
policy
inplacestatingthatitdoesnotdiscriminate
ofsexualorientation,and
same—
sexFromthere,eachcorporationwasexamined
domestic partners. (2) thefirmextendsbenefitsto
"intermsofrev—
enues,
growth,
economicpowerand
howitscorporatepolicies
dealt withnondiscriminationonthebasisofsexualorientation
diversity training, employe benefits, employeein
groups,
the
services,
to the
gay sale
marketor purchase
and havingof goods
in placeanda ban
on anyadvertising
negative stereo—

companies |
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Brothers United
~ from page 27
with AIDS within the state of Tennessee," Jenkins added.
Jenkins explained the battle HIV/AIDS educators face.
"It is unfortunate that many people have become com—

placent with catching the disease, feeling as if it is either
not in the area or region in which they live or because effec—
tive treatments can hold the disease in check," Jenkins ex—
plained. "Until we realize that the risk of catching HIV/
AIDS or an STD is very real within our society and culture
and that it stretches beyond race, religion, social status,
anything, we as a community have to stand up and take
part in the fight, lest we perish."
And Brothers United of Tennessee is taking such a stand.
And, by the way, they are quite a social group, as well. The
recent Jackson, Tenn., safe sex workshop was followed by one
delicious barbecue.
For more information about a Brothers United chapter near
you, email bronetwktn@aol.com for the Memphis chapter,
remancap@aol.com for the Chattanooga chapter,
hayvenl @aol.com for the Knoxville chapter, libranson3@aol.com
for the West Tennessee chapter, or brosunited@aol.com for the
Nashville chapter.
Otherwise, visit the Brothers United website at
brothersunited.com or call (800) 845—4266, ext. 269.
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@Dabbles Hair Company
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Danny

Miller

Watch for other upcoming trip
j

drawings!!!
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The next winner might
be YOU!

Sponsored by

‘Tom Rowe

_

eAll those who participated
in the Car Wash
of our 22nd Annual
"Pride" Celebration!
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Your

TURN
Letters To The Editor of Family & Friends

To Family & Friends,
I have been in the Memphis GLBT community for about four
years. I would rather say a part of the community, (because)
this is a tough place for "an outsider." I am a particularly diffi—
cult, opinionated, OUTSPOKEN, outsider, but I am relatively
certain it is not easy even for the meek and demure.
‘Last year I "showed by ass" in response to the pride debacle.
I then made a meager attempt to step up and was sidelined by
a series of business and health problems. I have, however, been
following the progress of the community. What I see is an amaz—
ing, albeit small, group of dedicated, driven, inspired women
and men who are there for us. They serve on all the boards and
committees filling still vacant seats. The same small group of
people are active in all the organizations that work for our rights!
I know from the people I meet and work for that Memphis has
. a large number of GLBT individuals who are blessed with
health, money, time and intelligence and choose to sit back and
let "someone else" handle the work involved with freedom. I
know we all can‘t be out (yet) but we all have something we
can give back to help! If it is a check, a hospital visit to a sick

|

friend, a commitment to an organization or a thank you to the
people who give us a voice in print. DO SOMETHING ... ANY—
THING TO SHOW YOU ARE GRATEFUL, APPRECIATIVE
AND PART OF THE COMMUNITY.
Tonight one of those amazing, caring, loving committed in—
dividuals, suited up, and did what these amazing few individu—
als do for us all everyday, every time whenever they see a need.
And I know Barbara (Baker) will live in the glorious light of

happmess that is the reward not grantedin life but assured in
passing. I will keep her partner, Linda, in my thoughts, her fam—
ily in my prayers and her dedication in my mlnd as I attempt to
be there as she was there for us.
Jo Neeson
June 10, 2001

Mad Dog Service

Company

COMPLETE DESIGN AND CONSTRUCTION —
FOR THAT SPECIAL AREA IN YOUR YARD

CUSTOM DECKING
.

SPAS

FE

AT ERFIATURES FONS

COMPLETE INSTALLATEQNANDREPAIRS m egg,
Licensed & Insured
Tracy Clark
Owner

(901) 722—5845 Office

(901) 496—9551 Cell.

Now Accepting:
. a
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QUOTE

...

UNQUOTE

By Rie: Woexner

"When I‘ve spoken to the gay press about the show they‘ve
been like: ‘This is it! I know these people, I‘ve hung out with
these people, I‘ve hated some of these people.‘ This show is
meant to be honest. It has a different purpose than just to make
people laugh. And you know what? I think it‘s a pretty damn
good reflection of gay life."

"The president believes every person—should be treated with
dignity and respect but he does not believe in politicizing
people‘s sexual orientation."
— Scott McClellan, spokesman for George W. Bush, ex—
plaining the president‘s refusal to proclaim June Gay and
Lesbian Pride Month, June 2.

— U.S. "Queer as Folk" actor Peter Paige (Emmet) to

&
a
Pa
&
&
33

Britain‘s Aftitude magazine, issue 82.

"When I was young, there weren‘t any stories about gay
people from a positive or even an ordinary point of view. The

"I hate to interrupt anyone‘s party, but the second wave of
AIDS isn‘t coming. It‘s here."
— Veteran gay/AIDS journalist Bruce Mirken to the San
Francisco Chronicle, June 2.

gay characters were always freaks. They had to die at the end
of the last reel, or meet a sticky end, or be converted. That‘s
what‘s good about something like "Queer As Folk." It‘s a height—
ened slice of life."
— British gay actor Sir Ian McKellen to the Philadelphia
Gay News, May 4.

"Leathermen present an openly gay version of masculinity,
providing a way of being comfortably, even assertively, male
without disappearing into mainstream society and losing one‘s
visibility as openly gay."
— Syndicated gay—press columnist Paul Varnell, Chzcago
Free Press, May 23.

"What do you do when you‘re too fat to be a twink and not
fat enough to be a bear?"
— Columnist R.M. Vaughan in Toronto‘s Xtm!, May 17.
"If I was in band or in theater, I don‘t think the New York Times
wouldve put me on the front page. But the captain of a football
team has this image in America that everyone can relate to. To be
gay and captain, people don‘t put those two together."
— Corey Johnson, the Masconomet, Mass., high—school foot—
ball star who came out to his teammates in 1999, and made
national news, to the Atlanta Journal—Constitution, May 20.
"I was just different. I didn‘t want to go out a lot. I wanted to
read. I wanted to watch old Bette Davis movies. I liked to watch
Judy Garland films. My friends thought I was a freak."
— Singer/actress/comedian Lea DeLaria to Genre magazine,
June issue.
"The military discharged more gay service members in 2000,
than any year since 1994, when the controversial ‘don‘t ask, don‘t
tell, don‘t pursue‘ policy went into effect, the Pentagon said
yesterday. The Department of Defense released figures show—
ing that 1,212 members of the armed services were discharged
for homosexual conduct or for stating their homosexuality — a
17.2 percent increase from 1,034 the previous year."
— San Francisco Chronicle, June 2.

"I figure I‘m doing the early mid—life crisis, dating a 26—year—
old and buying a Camaro."
— Lesbian rocker Melissa Etheridge on her new relation
ship with Tammy Lynn Michaels who stars on the WB TV
series "Popular," as quoted by Fox News, June 7.
"I gave up a yacht club opening to come to this. We are as
straight as a ruler. We just came out to see how the other half
lives. And it‘s marvelous! FThey‘re all so friendly!"
— Claire Pauley, 72, watching Boston‘s gay—pride parade
with her friend Phyllis Kolostow, June 9, to the Boston Globe.
"‘We‘re not doing anything for Gay Pride this year,‘ says
the caption of a recent New Yorker cartoon, in which two
casually dressed middle—age men lounge on the couch in .
their well—appointed living room, one petting the dog and
the other chatting on the cellphone. ‘We‘re here, we‘re
queer, we‘re used to it.‘ That blase rewording of a once—
militant gay—power catchphrase sums up what lots of les—
bian and gay men feel with the onset of June, a.k.a. Gay
Pride Month. At a time when out—and—proud people are
becoming an increasingly greater force in pop culture and
politics, at a time when comfortably situated couples like
the New Yorker pair are becoming more and more the norm,
it gets tough to convince the gay community that there‘s
anything left to march about."
— Philadelphia City Paper, June 7.
"You‘d think with so many gay male flight attendants the
outfits would look better ... If gay men ran the union, they‘d
bring back those go—go boots and cute little pillbox hats."
— Columnist Marc Acito in the Portland, Ore., gay news—
paper Just Out, May 18.
Quotes compiled —by Rex Wockner, who has reported news for the
gay press since 1985. His work has appeared in more than 200 gay
publications. He has a B.A. in journalism from Drake University,
started his career as a radio reporter, and has written extensively for
the mainstream media as well.
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‘ Ask Lam

byLam

Meallion

Dear Lam,
have a boyfriend who is really big
into macho stuff. Well, he has now
started a new hobby — hunting. He went
out and spent I don‘t know how many
hundreds of dollars on hunting gear and
hunting wear and you get the picture.
After his third weekend trip to the hunt—
ing lodge he returned with his first kill ...
a deer tied to the hood of his SUV. I was
successful in convincing him that we can
draw the line of manhood at cleaning the
deer. He carted the poor creature to a lo—
cal butcher and returned with more veni—
son than I care to see. Now, he wants me
to cook it. The smell of it turns my stom—
ach. What do I do?
Sincerely,
f
Doe a Deer
Dear Girlfriend of a Deer Slayer,
W ell, darling, I am not quite clear
on what the predicament actu—
ally is, to tell you the God‘s honest truth.
Are you a vegetarian? Are you a less than
adequate cook? Are you afraid to butcher
the meat yourself? Women of my genera—
tion all learned to butcher our own meats.
I remember my parents ordering a side
of beef and it was up to my mother,
Grandma Mary and myself to butcher the
damn thing. And we ground the ends and

scraps into chopped beef for burgers,
saved the bones for stocks and learned the
different cuts and styles of steaks and
roasts. Nowadays, that art has fallen
along the wayside and all of the meat in
the market looks like rump — nondescript
and absolutely interchangeable.
But I think I know what is burning on
your grill. You are upset because your
self—involved macho pig boyfriend spent
more money on his hunting wardrobe
than he has ever spent on you, including
that "sexy lingerie" he bought for you two
days after Valentine‘s Day. You know the
piece, the one with so many strings you
can‘t even imagine where it is supposed
to be worn and whether that simulated
marabou trim belongs on the top or the
bottom. Hmmm. Have I hit the nail on
the head, darling?
You are taking the aggression towards
your cut—rate, cheap—jack, Bambi killing
mate out on a poor, slaughtered, doe—eyed
deer. And to make matters worse, he‘s
asking you to prepare the flesh, further
pointing out your inadequacies as a mod—
ern woman, and to deepen your embar—
rassment and humiliation, you could not
even begin to formulate a meal with wild
game as its centerpiece. You feel deficient
and defective (and knowing your type,
fat as well).
Adding further to your frustration, he
does not take you to the lodge. Nor will
he ever take you to the lodge. He keeps
his lodge life very secret and woman—free.
This stings the deepest. He spends every
weekend during hunting season with a
bunch of men, wielding their long, steely
rifles, cleaning those shafts, shooting their
loads, getting so drunk they are unable
to recall what they were "even doing" (uh
huh) and then carousing into the wee
hours of morning doing who knows what
with each other, while you stay home
pouting and binging. When he arrives
home Sunday night with a dead animal
strapped to the roof of his car, you become
insanely jealous. Jealousy doesn‘t become
you, and neither, does the bloat from a
weekend of salt and vinegar potato chips
and sleeves and sleeves of oreos. So, he
begs off having to touch you, claiming
exhaustion from a rowdy weekend with
the boys, and before you know it, your
macho man is a gay man.
And at this point it all becomes so terri—
bly clear. The fog lifts. The dawn breaks.

Now you understand what was going on
at "the lodge" and why he didn‘t always
bring home the bacon and why you were
never invited. Trust me. It hurts. I know. Do
you hear what I am telling you, darling?
So, my advice to you, dear, is simple.
Get some friends of your own. Find
something that you enjoy doing. Maybe
learn to butcher your own meats (start
with a chicken; you won‘t need a power
saw) and stuff your own sausage. Gain
your independence. Buy yourself linge—
rie. Volunteer at a hospital. Value your—
self. The rewards will be multi—leveled.
You will spend your time productively,
you will meet new people and you will
establish a support system for yourself
when your gladiator comes home a pag—
eant queen. Do you hear what I am tell—
ing you, Darling?
Got a question for Lam? Write to Lam
Medallion c/o Family & Friends, P.O.
Box 771948, Memphis, TN 38177—1948. .
Lam‘s column is meant for entertainment
purposes only.
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Health

department

gets

Lag
calls

regarding

meningitis

The Memphis and Shelby County Health Department has re—
ceived a significant number of calls regarding viral meningitis.
Meningitis is an illness in which there is inflammation of the

—

tissues that cover the brain and spinal cord. This form of men—
ingitis is serious but rarely fatal in persons with normal im—
mune systems. Usually, the symptomslast from seven to 10 days

completely
Most often viral meningitis is spread throughdirect contact
with respiratory secretions usually by shaking hands with an
infected person or touching something they have handled, and
then rubbing your own nose, mouth or eyes.
The most effective method of prevention is to wash your
hands thoroughly and often, especially if you are around some—
one who has symptoms of a cold or of viral meningitis.
The symptoms of viral meningitis may not be the same for
every person. The common symptoms are fever, severe head—
ache, stiff neck, bright lights hurt the eyes, drowsiness or con—
fusion, and nausea and vomiting.
There is no specific treatment for viral meningitis. Doctors
. often will recommend bed rest, plenty of fluids and medicine
to relieve fever and headache.
For more information regarding viral meningitis contact the
Memphis and Shelby County Health Departmentat (901) 544—7717.

asr min

and the person recovers

3050CentralAve.§
is, TN 38111
worememphlamussumaorg
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Ourfrenz Cards
..say it with Pride
specializing in
AFRICAN—AMERICAN LESBIAN & GAY
GREETING CARDS
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DELICATESSEN
2098LaSalle
Memphis, TN 38104
(901) 272—0022
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yo, f BIRTgDAY
ANNIVERSARY
DESIGNS
available at
Int & Outz at 553 S. Cooper
(901) 728—6535
www.ourfrenz.com

Featuring Boar‘s Head meats & cheeses
7 a.m. to 6 p.m. Monday — Friday
8 a.m. to 5 p.m. on Saturday
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Grease

|

is

the

word

Memphls
Area Gay Youth
Peer

support & discussion group
(901) 335—MAGY

Grease is the word when Playhouse on the Square brings
the popular musical to its stage Friday, July 13. Come join

(Camp Sister Spirit
_
Feminist Education/Cultural Retreat
Groups/individuals welcome.
Clean/sober, no violence in word or deed.
Bunk house, sleep cabins, 120 acres,
library, walking trails, RV hook ups.
CSS, Box 12, Ovett, MS 39464
www.rainbowpriderv.net/css
k
sisterspir@aol.com
Z

the students of Rydell High School as the play continues
its run through Aug. 12. Heading up the cast are Ben Hensley
as Danny and Lisa McCormick as Sandy. For showtimes
and ticket information, call (901) 726—4656.

”Egﬁvamﬁcr elis

| Buying or selling
real estate may be
one of the most
| important financial
decisions of your
life. You will be in
very capable hands
with my 15 years of
Memphis—area
experience.
Listening to your
needs, | will skillfully
guide you through
the process.
we

P
d

Pink Palace Museum
3050 Central Ave.
901—320—6320

*

tnt memphismuseums.org

WOODLAND
| glenn@glennmogie.com. peatfore. Mis
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Memphis

Pride

Inc.

wishes to thank all the sponsors
who helped make the 2001 Pride
Parade & Festival a SUCCESS!

Fantasy Warehouse —
Platinum Paradise Inc.
_

Linda Sowell

_

Family & Friends Magazine

_

Arabica Gourmet Coffee & Bistro
Mark Jones
Carol Molder

_

Mystic Krewe of Aphrodite
Mystic Krewe of Memphis United

Integrity-Memphis
plans July meeting
TheJulymeetingofIntegrity—MemphiswillbeheldonTues—
day,July17,atCalvaryEpiscopalChurch,locatedatthecorner
ofSecond
andAdams. — with a worship service at 6:30 p.m.
The
meetingwillbegin
Those
whoget prefer
notstarttoonattend
the worship
service are until
wel—
come
to
a
head
refreshments
and
socializing
dinneris
served at7p.m. Theprogramfortheevening, which
willbeginatapproximately7:45p.m.,willfocusongay—related
issuesinthetheatercommunityofMemphis.
Membersofsev—
erallocaltheatergroupswillsharetheirexperiencesandback—
stageperspectives
withus. EpiscopalChurch, whichat—
Integrityisa
groupwithinthe
tempts
to serveIntegrityMemphis
as a bridge between
the churchfromandmanythefaith
gay
community.
has
members
traditionsitsmeetings.
and welcomes everyone, not just Episcopalians, to
attend
Reach More Than 12,500 Readers
Advertise in Family & Friends
Call (901) 682—2669

Steve Solomon

THE PUMPING STATION

Dabbles
Friends For Life

Weekly Events—

Kent Fisher with Margarette Loiseu &
Michelle L. Rappaport
Holy Trinity Community Church
J—Wags

Monday
2

Pool Tournament with Jeff Har
Import Night — $1 Off Imports and
Premium Beers 8:30 PM—3 AM

Memphis Gay & Lesbian Community Center
Triangle Journal News

Memphis Pride Inc.

Beer Bust and Buffet
Retro Afternoons (70‘s, 80‘s,
90‘s with DJ Record PLAYA,

Parade 2002: Friday, June 7
Festival 2002: Saturday June 8

f y"day

formerly of Amnesia.)

Next Open Meeting
Monday, August 20, 2001, 7 p.m.

S

Monday — Saturday HAPPY HOUR
*$1.25 Domestic Long Necks 2—7 PM

Holy Trinity Community Church
3430 Summer Avenue

1382 Poplar Ave : (901) 272—7600
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Memphis Pride Inc. board members Katie and Tim relax after
a successful parade and festival.

Preparing for a watergun fight are
Ernest and Ernest.

Smoke gets in your eys e youre grilling,
just ask Jamaal and Otis.

&

Posing fornthe caera are Anthony; left, and Adam akv
Anya.
%

Members of Kourvoisier, a Mardi s krewe, enjoyed
the picnic and spending time together. .

Orin of New Directions Inc. set up his information booth at the
picnic.

E
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Emerald

Theatre

TC
Company

gearing

Emerald Theatre Company
up

for

5th

season

Emerald Theatre Company is gearing up for "A Picture Per—
fect" fifth season of residency at Theatreworks.
"This season, ETC is excited to bring some modern classics
to the stage. As ETC grows our aim is to bring our community
together, grow stronger and allow our loyal and new patrons
the opportunity to view quality, conscious—raising theater that
promotes a harmony and acceptance of all people and lifestyles,"
said Hal Harmon, ETC co—artistic director. ETC Founder Den—
Nickolas Smith took the lead to bring gay, lesbian and other
controversial works to the Memphis stage.
Next up for ETC is Bent, the hit off—Broadway drama written
by Martin Sherman about gay men, Nazi concentration camps
and hidden and forbidden relationships. Bent is set for the week—
ends of Aug. 3—5 and 10—12. All shows begin at 8 p.m. except for
— Sunday, Aug. 12, which will begin at 2 p.m. In November ETC
will bring Lonely Planet to the stage.
ETC‘s 2001—2002 season includes Psycho Beach Party in March
2002; Out Tonight: A Cabaret in June 2002; The Night Larry Kramer
Kissed Me in August 2002, and SHUT UP!, the sequel to Smith‘s
original comedy Disguise in November, 2002. (Plays are all sub—
ject to change based on availability.)
Auditions will be announced durmg the future monthsin

Family & Friends and all actors, novice and experienced, are
encouraged to try out. Tech help volunteers also are needed for
the productions.
All tickets to ETC productions are $10 each. Subscriptions
are available at a discount for mentioning this story — tell them
you read about it in Family & Friends.
For more information, call (901) 722—9302.

proudly presents

BENT

Bent, written by Martin Sherman, is the

see such trials
and the rise of the
down homos

in the quest for a

"superior nation."
Tickets: $10
Call (901) 722—9302
for reservations

Showtimes:
Friday, Saturday, Sunday
Aug. 3, 4 and 5
Friday, Saturday
Aug. 10 and 11
8 p.m.

Sunday, Aug. 12
Matinee 2 p.m.
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FAMILY

ALBum

Mystic

Krewe of Allllrllllile em ie's Frill Flllllliel’

"Bossom Buddy" Bill

Patti struts her stuff
‘MISSISSIpp! Man" Brenda

phrodlte bre3|dent Llnda
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and
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FAMILY

ALBUM

Connie

.

Carol sings her heart out.

B.J. even took the mic
for a while.

Patti was in rare form.

Terrie

Special guest Memphis Pride Inc. board
member at—large Barbara Jean.
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Bluff City Sports is
still swingin‘ those bats
The Bluff City Sports Association plays softball Sunday af—
ternoons at Wilson Field. Come on out and enjoy the park and
the girls and guys on the mounds.
At press time the team standings are: Jaguars 5 wins, 0 losses;
Jungle Jocks 4 wins, 1 loss, and Misfits 3 wins and 2 losses.
The schedule for July is as follows:
July 1, 1 p.m., Jaguars vs. Misfits
July 1, 2 p.m., Misfits vs. Jungle Jocks
July 8, 1 p.m., Jaguars vs. Misfits
July 8, 2 p.m., Jungle Jocks vs. Jaguars
July 15, 1 p.m., Jungle Jocks vs. Misfits
July 15, 2 p.m., Jungle Jocks vs. Jaguars
July 22 is a rain date
July 29, noon, Jaguars vs. Jungle Jocks
July 29, 1 p.m., Jungle Jocks vs. Misfits
July 29, 2 p.m., Jaguars vs. Misfits
Wilson field is located at Clark and Cottonwood Roads in
east Memphis, two blocks off Mt. Moriah Road.
For more information, call (901) 726—4342 or email
memphisgaysoftball@yahoo.com.

} Love! Valour! Compassion!
Circuit Playhouse
June 29 — july 29

f
(901}726—4656

This show contains language, adult situations, and mate nudity,

95

dimfum i*
thenjome.

"BEST NEW RESTAURANT, BEST
DESSERT, BEST BUSINESS LUNCH"
—TOP 3 MEMPHIS FLYER BEST OF MEMPHIS

« SUVIVS 918 « dnOS OSIW — dnOs HNOS 8 10

«p

Memphis, TN

American Tuxedo
* Free Groom‘s
Tuxedo Program
e Over 100 Styles
Available
a Discounts on
Invitations
3%
o Open Evenings
and Sundays

Private Party Room Available

= SNOLNOM — SOH993 — 4914

HOT & SOUR SOUP + MISO SOUP « BIG SALADS — FRIED RICE « EGG ROLLS « WONTONS3

OT STICKERS « WONTONS — SPRING ROLLS — HOT & SOUR souP —
K
903 South Cooper

Dine in, Delivery, Carry—out
DAILY LUNCH SPECIALS « MONDAY — FRIDAY
11:30 AM — 2 PM
SUNDAYS » ALL YOU CAN EAT DIM SUM
NOON — 8 PM
MONDAYS » ALL ASIAN BEERS « $2.25
OPEN MON —THURS 11:30 AM — 10 PM « FRI & SAT
11:30 AM —11 PM « SUNDAYS « NOON — 8 PM
« STIOH ONIHdS + SOISSYTD NYISY — savivs 91g — 4nos 0s

{e Best —Place
Town ..."
Guaranteed!

in

www.americantuxedos.com
* 4730 Riverdale
(across from Wal—Mart)

4722 Poplar Avenue
(next to Sekisui)

901—753—8897

901—761—2848
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Growing

gayly; gracefully
grabbedontoa20—somethingtartwithmonsterboobsand.
leftlaterhediedofaheartattack.
for England to advance his Peter Pan mission. A year
Thenit onetherelastwasshotmyat90—year—old
grandfather,
whohealsono
gave
feeling
like
the
youngster
longerwas.Thumbinghisnoseatthesafe,sanguinelifeof
shuffleboardandearlybirdspecials,hefrolickedaboutthe
planetwithcanny,parasiticmodelswhoplayedhimtothe
finetuneofcash
andprizesnearinghalfa
million
dollars.he
Thoughhemayhaveoutfoxed
FatherTime
for
a
flash,
diedInayouth—worshippingculturethatdismissesolderage,
aloneandpennilessinanursinghome."
it isnosmallwonderthatanyofushandlenature‘sreward
kindly.
While few mortals— gay and straight—facescream
aging
withcalmacceptance,gaymenappeartokickand
harderintotheadvancingyearsthandostraightmen.
Per—
hapswearebetterpreparedfordenial,sincewe‘vecrowned
youth
and beauty
andthere‘swaysmoreto preserve
it notcriticaldefending
to our
well—being,
sensing
to
lose
by
against itswork—out,
chieffoe—time.
So weondestructively
diet, com—lo—
pulsively
overspend
counterfeit
creams,
tions,pills,powder,surgeryandendureothertrendy,vain
andnot—so—artfulbodilymanipulationsthatpromisemuch
. butdolittleto
delayoroffset
theagingprocess.and healthier
Hey,
I‘mnot
stomping
on
self—enhancing
lifestyle
leaps thattheaidstereotype
us in feeling
younger,
withinwe gayour
control.
Pardon
here,
but
perhaps
men
are simply more clever andcreative at coveringasfast.up,
takinggreaterpainstokeepouragefromshowing
ArtGreenwald,M.S.is anindependentwriter,journalistand
columnistbasedinFortLauderdale,Fla.His
workhasHeappeared
inreachedatworksofart@netzero.net.
severalgay and straight publications nationwide.
can be

old

MY ART GAREENWALD
CAUEST wRITER
A senior friend of mine lightened the touchy and taboo
topic of aging with mature resignation.
"I‘m just happy that I can piss without pain," he revealed,
borrowing a Godfather II lament from Hyman Roth, not so
blessed. "And, I still recall every guy I‘ve done it with!" he
added, in proud tribute to his intact, 60—year—old memory.
Another seasoned gay pal has not coped as gracefully
with the passage of time. He undertook so much cosmetic
cutting and tucking, few can agree on where his cheekbones
end and his mouth starts, with hips oddly aligned to his
body and an arched back that a bell tower would welcome.
When Andrew Holloran, in his classic 1980‘s novel,
Dancer From the Dance, wrote of gay men hating "rainy days
at the beach, small penises and reality," he wasn‘t far off
the mark. Yet, the failure to embrace the truth about the
aging process — the shifting, shrinking, wrinkling, graying,
joint—stiffening — has never been limited to AARPers pin—
ing for Judy Garland and MGM musicals. Growing old with
dread is no more uniquely gay than sexual addiction.
At 70, my aunt parted with a bundle to support her al—
tering—the—clock fantasy. For all that pricey slicing, scrap—
ing and snipping, she gained a five—year turnabout at best,
while adding to her surgeon‘s BMW fleet and funding his
kid‘s Harvard education.
Her spouse, my uncle, also tormented by the calendar,
would divorce my aunt. In a frantic, mid—life attempt to
reclaim his youth, he acquired a day—old, prune danish like—
ness of a hairpiece, pierced both ears and took to weed,
tank tops and designer jeans that revealed more than con—
cealed his expanding rolls. Then, in a hedonistic surge, he

HONESTLY ETHEL byJohn D. Anderson
hew (musrocantcar
THEN
Sooz/ie,f itreat
NLTHISTIME (wel,i
}"SOUSMING, IT_| |WHATYanp
"seo7HiNMgAFTER
LABELIT LDESNT
ISNTTRUE.MEAN
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Cafe Ole
2127 Young Avenue
(901) 274—1504

RC

J—Wags
1268 Madison Avenue
(901) 725—1909

— (901) 274—8010

A N—Cognito
338 S. Front @ Vance
(901) 523—0599
" A One More
2117 Peabody
(901) 278—MORE
The Pumping Station
1382 Poplar Avenue
(901) 272—7600

The Jungle
1474 Madison Avenue
(901) 278—4313
A Lorenz
1528 Madison Avenue
(901) 274—8272

Chicago Steakhouse
(Inside Gold Strike Casino Resort)
(662) 357—1225
(Reservations suggested)
0

A Crossroads 2
111 North Claybrook
(901) 276—8078

Cafe Society
212 North Evergreen
(901) 722—2177
i
(Reservations suggested)

lilly‘s dimsum thensome
903 South Cooper
(901) 276—9300

@

Crossroads
1278 Jefferson
(901) 276—8078

Metro Memphis
1349 Autumn Street

Melange
948 South‘Cooper
(901) 276—0002

O

Backstreet Memphis
2018 Court Street.
(901) 276—5522

Molly‘s La Casita Mexican Restaurant
2006 Madison Avenue
(901) 726—1873 ~~

For Bar Listings
Outside Memphis

Madison Flame
1588 Madison Avenue
(901) 278—9839

s

See Page 51

RESTAURANT®

Twain‘s
(Inside Sam‘s Town Hotel & Gambling Hall)
(800) 456—0711
(Reservations suggested)
Bogie‘s Delicatessen
2098 LaSalle Place (behind Paulette‘s)
(901) 272—0022

MEMPHIS THEATERS
\Circuit Playhouse
1705 Poplar Avenue

s a
5

Emerald Theatre Company
2085 Monroe Avenue
Malco‘s Studio on the Square —
2105.Court Avenue
Playhouse on the Square
51 South Cooper
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FOR 0 UR ENTIRE comMUNITY
5

READ! NC& between the lines

E
a>
:
"A4
NASHVILLE‘ cay & Lesaiay oEpaRTHENT
1709 Church St Nashvifle TN 37203
JUNE 2001
BEST SELLING BOoOoKs
General

Star

Trek

authors

finally

go

800 ks

i What the Bible Really Says
About Homosexuality,
Helminiak, D $14.00
Happy Birth»
day...Blah,
Biah, Blah,
MikWright, Tim
$7.95
3 Stranger At the Gate: To Be Gay
And Christian in America, White,
Mel $13.95
4 Coming Out
Yqunlg A n d
Faithful,
Tige!,
Leanne $13.00

where

none

have

gone

Trek: The Next Gen—

war between the legal gov—
ernment which want to be—

Andy Mangels and Michael

come a part of the Federa—

A. Martin, Pocket Books,

tion, and a group of violent

June 2001, 360 pgs., ****)

chs

Books

i Frosting on the. Cake,
Kallmaker, Karin $11.95
Death Club :Carot
Ashton Myster
14,
McNab,
$11.95
3 East of Niece: A
Sydney Sloane
Mystery, Lordon,
R $2335
4 Sunne In Goid
Adams, Nene i
$14.95
s Witchfire: A
Connor Raw
thorne Mystery
Maddison, Lauren
$13.95

Boo k

i Bound in Blood: The Erotic
Journey of a Vampire, Lord, D

involved to protect the inter—
—

ests of the Federation. But,
with Section 31 in the fore—

Contact. So, I really recom—

ground, is the best interest

mend watching them both

of the Federation to gain

as a refresher before reading

control of this area of space,

this book. You may remem—

or leave it to the Romulans?

ber the gorgeous Lt. Sean

This question leads to

Hawk from First Contact,

negotiations on the planet

who was assimilated by the

ending in a brutal battle for

Borg

subsequently

control which results in the

blown literally off the ship

abduction of three members

and

by Lt. Commander Worf.

of Picard‘s away team —

There

Riker, Troi and Data. Mean—

was

speculation

when First Contact was re—

while, on the Enterprise, Lt.

leased that this character was gay. This is con—

Hawk is facing the decision of his life after be—

firmed by the novel, Section 31: Rogue.

ing invited to participate in the operations of

However, the authors, Andy Mangels and

Section 31. The authors say, "Hawk becomes

Michael A. Martin, do not make a big deal about

caught in a_ web of startling revelations, con—

the sexuality of the character, Lt. Hawk, who is

spiracies and betrayal."

presented with the dilemma of joining a secret

Unable to turn to anyone, even his male

group in Starfleet Intelligence called "Section

partner, Lt. Commander Ranul Keru, Hawk

31." Members of Section 31 seem to be unaf—

must make decisions that will affect the fate

fected by the laws of Starfleet, pursuing an

of his ship, a world, and possibly the uni—

agenda that is seemingly all their own. They

verse itself.

do the dirty deeds that Starfleet itself can not
2 Boy Toy: A Mark
Manning Mys—
tery, Craft. M
$23.95
3 Wild Man, Warren,
Patricia Nel
$19.95
4 Rebel Yell: Sto—
ries By Contem—
gorary Southern
ay Authors,
Quinn, J $14.95
5 Can‘t By Me Love,
Kenry,
$23.00

sis

te

rebels who have allied with
the Romulans. Starfleet is

This story takes place

ies Generations and First

Wo me n‘s

before

eration — Section 31: Rogue by

between the Star Trek mov—

5 All About Me,
Keel, Philipp
$12.00

Men‘s

By Coney Tavior

officially participate in, but that are (as the

"In this novel, Hawk has Ranul Keru as his—
lover. Although Hawk will not be coming back,

members of Section 31 say to desperately try to

due to events of the movies, (Keru) is left in a

justify their actions) "for the greater good."

position whereby we or other Star Trek writ—

But, by and large, the actions and motiva—

ers could utilize him," Mangels told Family &

tions of Section 31 seem only to be corrupt. For

Friends in a telephone interview from his home

example, another Star Trek novel implies that

in Portland, Ore..

the Admiral in Insurrection was part of, and act—
ing on orders from, Section 31.

ys

The book is full of outstanding Star Trek ac—

Keru is described as "a giant of a man,
broad—shouldered and good—humored. He was
bearded, like Riker, but sported an old—fash—

tion, as Captain Picard and his crew face this

joned bushy mustache." This relationship is

corrupt group. This is one of four novels to ex—

explored largely by Mangels, who is gay and

plore this covert black ops division. The world

describes himself as an activist in the gay com—

of Chiaros IV is the setting of an impending civil

munity as well as part of the leather and the

July 2001

bears sub—cultures.
j
Mangels tells us about the book‘s relationship to homosexual—
ity by saying, "It is a step forward. I think by featuring a gay lead
character we have made a ground—breaking step in showing fans
that homosexuality is still part of the Star Trek of the future."
Martin told Family & Friends, "In one respect I think we prob—
ably are (gaining new ground). We didn‘t shy away from just
showing the two guys in this committed relationship, but we
also didn‘t make a big deal about it.
"We‘re just going to show that, like if Riker and Troi were
romantically connected, there might have been scenes like that
with them. We tried to write the scenes in exactly the same way
as if we were showing a hetero couple." Martin goes on to say,
"We weren‘t trying to create a sort of cause—related novel. We
just wanted to show that 400 years from now, people will just
simply be accepted for who they are. So, there is a distinct ab—
sence of scenes in the novel in which Hawk and Keru talk about
that. It isn‘t an issue. Nobody perceives a need for that because
it never even enters anybody‘s mind. Because the fact that Hawk
See Star Trek, page 53

m supporters.
is www.the— .

Star Trek: The Next Generation —Rogue: Section 31 authors,
from left, Andy Mangels and Michael A. Martin.
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FAMILY

ALBUM
Cotton Pickin‘ Squares‘ Dixie Style to Memphis III

Aggie; Judy; Guest Caller

Anne Uebelacker of Vanoouver,

Canada, and Janeal.

Sheliah, Ronda, Mary Helen and Margaret

Aggie, Vincent and Terri of Birmingham, Ala.

San Antonio guests Jim, Dennis, Cricket and Troy

All from Kansas City, Mo., are Ben, Bruce, Kelly and Lee.

Mark, David, Herb and Harold
Jimmy, Travis and ”Wayne
.—

July 2001

Friends for Life
1384 Madison Ave.
Memphis, TN 38104
(901) 272—0855

Aloysius Home & AIDS Resource Center

July 2001

July 2001

Lambda bestows annual Lammys
The Lambda Literary Foundation (LLF) announced its 13th
Annual Lambda Literary Award winners (the "Lammys") for
works published in 2000, at a gala banquet at the Mart Plaza
Hotel in Chicago on May 31.
The Lambda Literary Foundation is a non—profit organization
supporting gay, lesbian, bisexual and transgender literature. LLF
publishes the Lambda Book Report, a monthly book review jour—
nal, and The James White Review, a gay men‘s literary quarterly.
Lammy winners for 2000 included:
Lesbian Fiction — Valencia by Michelle Tea
Gay Fiction — The World of Normal Boys by K. M. Soehnlein
Lesbian Studies — Lesbian Art in America by Harmony
Hammond
Gay Studies — The Isherwood Century by James J. Berg and
Chris Freeman
Lesbian Poetry — Mercy Mercy Me by Elena Georgiou
Gay Poetry — Pastoral by Carl Phillips
Lesbian Mystery — Mommy Deadest by Jean Marcy
Gay Men‘s Mystery — The Limits ofJustice by John Morgan Wilson
Lesbian B1ography/ Autobiography — Lifesaving by Iudlth
Barrington
Gay Biography / Autobiography — Bosie by Douglas Murray
Fiction Anthology — Men on Men 2000 eds David Bergman
and Karl Woelz

In

on authors

Non—fiction Anthology — Out of the Ordinary eds Noelle
Howey and Ellen Samuels
Humor — Me Talk Pretty One Day by David Sedaris
Visual Arts — Faeries by Keri Pickett
Spirituality/Religion — (tie) Gay Spirituality by Toby Johnson and
It‘s Never About What It‘s About by Krandall Kraus and Paul Borja
Horror /Science Fiction/Fantasy —Kirith Kirin by Jim Grimsley
Drama — Hedwig and the Angry Inch by John Cameron Mitchell
and Stephen Trask
Children/Young Adult — Out of the Ordinary by Noelle
Howey and Ellen Samuels
Transgender — The Danish Girl by David Ebershoff
Small Press — (tie) Kamikaze Lust by Lauren Sanders and Be—
tween Dances by Erasmo Guerra
Editor‘s Choice Award —Coming Out of Cancer ed Victoria A.
Brownworth (for editing work)
Pioneer Award — David Rosen and Retha Powers, founders‘
of Insightoutbooks.com
LLEF also sponsors the Lambda Literary festival, a GLBT writ—
ers conference. This year‘s festival will be held in October in
San Francisco. For more information about the festival, contact
Lambda Literary Foundation, P.O. Box 73910, Washington, DC
20056—3910, call (202). 682—0952 or visit online at
www.lambdalit.org.

Loving Memory

of

WILL BAKER

July 2001
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ABOUT

TOwn!
When You‘re Looking For Something To Do

Movies at The Orpheum return
The Orpheum Theatre, 203 South Main, will show the fol—
lowing movies in July during its "2001 Classic Movie Series:"
Friday, July 6, Godfather; Thursday, July 12, Seven Year Itch,
Friday, July 13, The Thin Man, and Friday, July 20, Cleopatra.
All shows begin at 7:15 p.m.Tickets are $6 for adults and $5
for seniors (65+) and children. For more information, call
(901) 525—7800.
#

Saturday Sundowns at Zoo
Five dollars after 5 o‘clock? Yes! Saturday nights are better
than ever at the Memphis Zoo, located in Overton Park, with
extended hours from 9 a.m. to 9 p.m. (last admission 8 p.m.),
cooler temperatures and more active animals.

offered
The Memphis Shelby County Public Libraries are offering
personal financial management workshops at several branches
this month. The workshops are presented by the Consumer
Credit Counseling Service.
Workshops are set for the Cherokee branch, 3300 Sharpe, on
Monday, July 9, at5:15 p.m.; at the Millington branch, 4858 Navy
Road, on Tuesday, July 17, at 6 p.m.; at the East Shelby branch,
7200 East Shelby Drive, on Tuesday, July 24, at 6 p.m., and at
the Raleigh branch, 3157 Powers, on Monday, July 30, at 5:30
p.m. For more information, call the branches.
Free financial advice

Playwrights set readings
On Sunday, July 22, at Theatreworks, 2085 Monroe, Play—
wrights Present will read What IfI Were The Butterfly, by Mem—
phis playwright, Cheryl Wolder. No reservations are necessary
and there is no admission charge. For more information, call
(901) 274—7139.
‘MBG offers Touch of Scotland
The Memphis Botanic Gardens, located in Audubon Park ,
at 750 Cherry Road, offers its Brown Bag Lunch Series on
Wednesday, July11,from noon to 1 p.m. The subject will be
"GardenIdeas from Scotland" led by George Spivey. Cost is
$2 per person and no reservations are required. Bring your
lunch and munch as you learn. For more information, call
(901) 685—1566, ext. 116.
:
Grease is the word at Playhouse

Join Playhouse on the Square, 51 South Cooper, July 13
through Aug. 12, as it takes you backto Rydell High and into
the senior year of the Class of 1959. Showtimes for Grease are 8
p.m. Thursdays to Sundays and 2 p.m. on Sundays. Pay—What—
You—Can Night is Wednesday, July 18, at 8 p.m.
Tickets are $22 for adults, $18 for seniors, $12 for students and
military and $10 for children. Formore information or reservations,
call the Playhouse on the Square Box Office at (901) 726—4656.

24—hour telephone hotline
(901) 274—7477

Fireworks Spe

Lee
Greenwood

July 1

I CELEBRATION OF OUR ACM CASINO OF THE YEAR AWARD

KC

Bill Engvall

& The Sunshine Band

& A Pair Of Jokers
July 28
River Palace
v

de

F

as

T

AOC

ay
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THANKS

MEMPHIS

FOR

—

A

GREAT

PRIDE

WEEKEND:

338 S. Prout @ Vance
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‘Cats!

Wild to Mild‘ on exhibit at Pink Palace

cat domestication begins in ancient Egypt,
creatures in five separate exhibit sections.
Cats are fascinating creatures. They
"Introduction and Evolution" concen— where cats were considered holy and
caught the imagination of ancient Egyp—
probably first domesticated. Attitudes
trates on the history and culture of the cat.
tians, who venerated and domesticated
toward cats throughout history are dis—
An introductory video highlighting cat
them, and are now the No. 1 house pet
cussed and a map shows the origins and
characteristics asks, "What is a cat?" A
in the U.S., loved by young and old alike.
spread of house cats throughout the
Pre—Columbian diorama shows a jaguar
Cats range from tiny, lovable kittens to
world. Domestic cats of today are fea—
the huge and dangerous "Big Cats," the warrior that changes before the visitor‘s
tured in an area that details different
eyes from shaman to "live" jaguar thanks
fearsome predators of savannas and
breeds of cats, including the pedigreed
jungles that are steadily disappearing to visual effects and lighting. "Cat Biol—
cats specifically bred for cat shows.
ogy and Behavior" focuses on the cat as a
from the wild.
"Responsible Care of House Cats"
hunter, examining skeletal structure, vi—
"Cats! Wild to Mild," on exhibit now
looks at what we can do to care for do—
sion, acute hearing, running and jump—
through Sept. 9 at the Pink Palace Mu—
seum, 3050 Central Avenue, explores all ing ability, territorial marking and groom— «~mestic cats responsibly. The problem of
feral cats, neutering and spaying are
ing. Seven mounted specimens and two
things feline, from domestic cats to lions
examined.. Kitten development, re—
and tigers. The exhibit features interac— skeletons illustrate cats‘ unique biologi—
sponsible pet care and veterinary care,
cal structure designed for hunting.
tive, hands—on components, taxidermied
and a look at the domestic cat as a —
The threat of extinction to wild cats is
specimens, fossils and skeletons, informa—
hunter are featured. An interactive
explored in "Endangerment and Extinc—
tive graphics and amazing photos.
game and a reprise section, "Paws to
"Cats!" is a national traveling exhibit cre—— tion." Leopards, tigers and lions are fea—
Ponder," show visitors what they have
tured in a section on "Big Cats," consist,
ated by the Natural History Museum of
learned from the exhibit.
ing of mounted specimens of a leopard, a
Los Angeles.
Note: none of the specimens on view
stunning tiger and a pride of lions. There
"Cats! Wild to Mild" examines the feline
were killed for the purpose of this exhibit.
also is a gallery of photos and
Admission is $7for adults and $4.50 for
eight taxidermied specimens of
smaller wild cats facing the threat
children. Admission for persons 55 and
older is free thanks to a generous grant
of extinction. The sabertoothed
from the H.W. Durham Foundation. Mu—
tiger, long extinct, is represented
seum hours are 9 a.m. to 5 p.m. Monday
by a fossil skeleton, and graphics
through Thursday; 9 a.m. to 9 p.m. Friday
focus on wild cat conservation.
The exhibit moves from wild
and Saturday, and noon to 6 p.m. Sunday.
cats to house cats in an area titled
For more information, call (901)
"Domestication." The history of 320—6362.

Photos

needed for contest

The Memphis Pink Palace Museum, invites you to enter the CATS! Wild
to Mild Photo Contest.
If you have a kitty (young or not—so—young) who can‘t get enough of the _
camera, there is a purrfect category for the fabulous feline to strut its stuff.
, Prizes for each category are provided by Friskies; winners will be announced
on the Pink Palace Museum‘s website (www.memphismuseums.org) on Aug.
1. Each winner will be notified by phone or email.
Categories include Faces, Places, At Play, Cat Naps, Being a Cat, Funny
Cats, Best Friends, Weird Cats, Costumed Cats and Caught on Film. Black
~and white and color photos will be accepted and must be at least 4" x 6" but
not larger than 5" x 7". Photos must be labeled on the back with entrant‘s
name, address, phone number and preferred category. One entry per cat—
_ egory per household. Do not send slides or mounted /framed photos.
All photos become the property of the Pink Palace Museum and can be
used on the website, in print, on display or anywhere else deemed appropri—
ate by the Pink Palace Family of Museums. Photos will not be returned.
Submit entries to the Pink. Palace Museum, 3050 Central Avenue, Mem—
phis, TN 38111, to the attention of CJC, marketing manager.
For more information,visit the website at www.memphismuseums.org or
call (901) 320—6320.
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Tips offered on caring for, preserving antiques
One area of the country that is
known for preserving family heri—
tage is the South, where it‘s not un—
common for a family to keep a home
for generations.. For many South—
ern families, an attic or walk—in
closet is a place where you may find
aunt Martha‘s christening gown,
great—great grandpa‘s World War II uniform or a treasure trove
of turn—of—the—century photographs.
Unfortunately, however, such storage areas are usually
among the worst locations to preserve family treasures. The
humidity, days upon—days of sunshine and wide fluctuations in
temperature all play a large role in the deterioration or damage
of antiques.
"The ideal temperature for storing antiques is 68 degrees,
with 50 percent humidity," said Michele Desrosiers, collections
manager for The University of Mississippi (UM) Museums.
"But that is not always possible in the South, where heat and
moisture are such big factors. The best you can do is avoid
storingsomething in the attic where it can bake or in the base—
ment if it is damp. Find somewhere in your living space to
put the items."
Even if you have the proper climate to preserve antiques,
there are still other factors that must be considered in order
to avoid damage to family heirlooms, Desrosiers, who is in
charge of keeping the museums‘ artifacts in good condition,
said. So, how can you take the best care of your most cher—
ished possessions? The UM staff member offers the follow—
ing advice:
* Just say ‘yes‘ to dishpan hands. Before storing any an—
tique, especially a textile, make sure it‘s clean. The best way to
clean a cloth item, including a quilt, is to soak it in a pH—neutral
detergent, such as Dreft, or Orvus Paste, which is used to wash
horses. The item should be soaked in cold water and air dried.
"Never put antique cloth in the washer or dryer,” Desrosiers

rial," Desrosiers said. Sleeves and
necklines should be lightly stuffed
with tissue.
If space is a luxury, put a flat
tissue inside the piece of clothing
and another flat tissue in the
sleeves. If it‘s necessary to fold the
— item, place crushed rolls of tissue
paper in the folds.
"Any place there is a crease in the material is a point for
possible breakdown," Desrosiers said.
* Don‘t polish the silver too often. Every time you pol—
ish a piece of silver, it removes a layer of silver, which short— —
ens the time before the item will need to be replated. If you
must polish, use a mild detergent. Desrosiers recommends
Reuben—Brite, which is non—abrasive and leaves a protec—
tive coating. Also, remove any old polish, which can be ac—
complished with a soft toothbrush or soft cloth. For areas
where old polish has hardened, Desrosiers pops it out with
a toothpick.
Although nothing keeps silver from oxidizing, using the trea—
sured items slows the process. Silver items should always be
washed by hand and air dried or dried using a soft cloth, such
as a nondisposable (cloth) baby diaper. "It is really soft and pure
with no synthetics," Desrosiers said.
* Avoid storing crystal. Many fragile glass items have
stems or handles, which break easily. Crystal is safest stand—
ing the way it was designed. If storage is necessary, wrap the
items in acid—free tissue paper, with additional paper sup—
porting the bowl or stem, then place them in an acid—free
box, with dividers.
* Avoid direct sunlight. Placing or storing antiques in di—
rect sunlight can cause damage, especially papers, books and
paintings. Paintings should be framed with acid—freemats with
UV glass. The only exception is an011 painting, which collects
moisture behind glass.
=
"It needs to breathe," Desrosiers sa1d. "The paint can break
down, and there will be cracking, and mold and mildew on the

said. "Agitation causes the breakdown of fibers."
After soaking overnightin a sink or tub, the item should be
drained and gently squeezed by hand, never wrung. Rinse, then canvas."
Since ink tends to break down and cause/deterloratlon, let—
squeeze again. When air drying, make sure the cloth is sup—
ported; don‘t hang it. Desrosiers dries her quilts over a porch ters and papers should be sprayed with a special neutralizer
sold by archival companies. Each page should be saturated with _
rail, with support from a chair or table.
.__® Natural is best. Avoid the temptation of starch and iron an the neutralizer, then air dried. Place acid—free paper between
antique fabric. Starch attracts bugs, and the heat of an iron makes the pages. Acid—free envelopes also are available to store books
or unframed photographs.
e
cloth more fragile.
* Moisturize. Dryness is a leading cause of damage to wood
""Keep it as simple and pure as possible," Desrosiers said.
* Acid—free is the key. Once a textile is completely clean furniture. To archivally clean wood and other surfaces, use Re—
and dried, it‘s ready to bestored in an acid—free box, avail— naissance Wax, which can be found through Internet suppliers.
able at many dry cleaners, or wrapped in unbleached mus— © Clean with a soft cloth, adding wax until the cloth no longer
lin, which can be purchased at fabric stores. Pack fabric items picks up dirt residue, then add more wax and buff to a soft ~
using acid—free tissue paper between each layer. The tissue sheen. Thisprocess cleans, seals, moisturizes and protects wood
paper, which can be found in many stores and through ar— and other hard surfaces..
If budget is a consideration, clean using a pH—neutral deter—
chival businesses on the Internet, should also be placed
around buttons, in the body of the garment and underneath gent like Dreft or Orvus Paste. After washing, allow the piece
to dry for 24 hours, then seal with a good furniture polish, such
the collar.
"Always think: Matenals or items shouldn‘t touch mate— as Old English oil.
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STRAIGHT UP but not straight
By J. Suane Whson
Dear
evenconsiderdoingsomethingthatcouldpotentiallydestroythis
I haveStraightUp:
been dating the same guy now for about two years. wonder
"lovestory." Granted,ifyouandhisfriend haveasexual
Our
relationship
is
great.
He
is
my
soulmate.
When
I
think
affairanditbecomesknowntoyourpartner,hewillfeelbetrayed
aboutthe pasttwoyears,
our notonlybyyoubutbyhisbuddyoffouryears.Thatdouble—blow
relationship.
Recently, hisI can‘tfindanythingwrongwith
best friend of four years has been
mightbejust
enough
to end your "perfectrelationship."
Youstable,
are
excessively
flirting
with
me.
I
find
his
friend
very
attractive.
going
to
have
to
ask
yourselfwhich
is
more
important:
a
Hehasagreatbody,nicepersonalityandhissexualteasingisa lovingpartnership, orafewrompsinthehay.
bigturn
on itforme.
I destroy
know ifmypartnerwere
to find outI fan—
that friend
I would
suggestthat
thatyouyouguys
havespend
a talklesswithtimeyourwithpartner‘s
we
had
sex
would
ourrelationship.
However,
and
suggest
an—
tasize about his friend daily. I even find myself doing things other alone, and for you to re—examine your intentions one
in
your
so asDearI canFriend:
spend timewith him. What should I do?
Remember,ittakestwototango,andwhen
f presentrelationship.
it
comes
to
sexual
activity,
the only "accident" is careless plan—
Itwould
seem
appropriatetoremind
yourfriend
ofyourrela—
ning.
Good
luck.
tionship. Also, it maybe a good idea to take a look at your own Former Memphian J. Shane Wilson has a master‘s degree in the
ideasandbeliefsregardingyourrelationship.Oftentimeswefind
in others what we are lacking in our own relationships, thus, af— counseling field from The University ofMemphis and is presently
fairs. Itsounds likeyouarereallyattractedtohisfriend, and over employedin thefield. Theopinionsexpressedarenotnecessarilythose
the magazine.
For serious
problems,
seek 771948,
professional
help. Send
time, will eventually
succumb to your desires. This is very dan— ofquestions
to
Family
&
Friends,
P.O.
Box
Memphis,
TN
gerousterritory.
Youstatedthatyoucanfindnothingwrongwith
yourpresentrelationship. However,askyourselfwhywouldyou 38177—1948, ore—mail them to FamilyMag@aol.com.
CenterStage Productions proudly presents
Mr.

Tennessee USA 2001 Contest

Friday + July 27 — Madison Flame,,
one show ONLY — 10:30 p.m.
$10 cover at the door
Mr. Tennessee USA 2001 will be crowned by
Mr. USA 2000 Stephen Michael
To enter orfor more information:
~centerstage@yahoo.com OR (901) 324—5382
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Streeter Brother Sisters
Bad Luck? Heck No!
Good Luck? Heck Yea! —
Come On & Get Lucky!!!

With

Come On Down And Enjoy The Musw.

CaAroL PLUNK
Aluny
1, 8, 11, 15,
18, 21, 22, 25, 29

STREETER BROTHER
SISTERS
Jury
13 & 28 * 8 p.M. TILL ?
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BAR€
MEMPHIS, TENNESSEE
BACKSTREET MEMPHIS
2018 Court Street
(901) 276—5522
Fri.—Mon. 8 p.m.—6 a.m.
www.backstreetmemphis.com
CROSSROADS & CROSSROADS 2
1278 Jefferson & 111 North Claybrook
(901) 276—8078
f
Noon—3 a.m., 7 Days A Week
J—WAG‘S
f
1268 Madison Avenue
(901) 725—1909
:
Open 24 Hours A Day, 7 Days A Week
THE JUNGLE
1474 Madison Avenue
(901) 278—4313
2 p.m.—3 a.m., 7 Days A Week
LORENZ
1528 Madison Avenue
(901) 274—8272
11 a.m.—3 a.m. Mon.—Sat. * noon—? Sun.
MADISON FLAME —
1588 Madison Avenue
(901) 278—9839
7 p.m.—3 a.m. Wed., Fri. & Sat./5 p.m.—? Thurs.
METRO MEMPHIS
1349 Autumn Street
(901) 274—8010
6 p.m.—3 a.m. Tues.—Sun.
N—COGNITO
338 South Front @ Vance
(901) 523—0599
10 p.m.—3:30 a.m. Thurs. & Fri.
10 p.m.—5 a.m. Sat./10 p.m.=—3:30 a.m. Sun.
ONE MORE
2117 Peabody
(901) 278—MORE (6673)
11 a.m.—3 a.m. Mon.—Sat./noon—3 a.m. Sun.
THE PUMPING STATION
1382 Poplar Avenue
(901) 272—7600
2 p.m.—3 a.m. 7 Days A Week

JACKSON, MISSISSIPPI
JACK & JILL‘S
3911 Northview Drive
(601) 982—JACK (5225)
9 pm.—? Fri. & Sat.
JACK‘S CONSTRUCTION SITE
425 North Mart Plaza
(601) 362—3108
5 p.m.—? 7 Days A Week
TUPELO, MISSISSIPPI .
RUMORS
_,
637 Highway 145
(662) 891—0761
8 p.m. —1 a.m. Thurs. — Sat.

JACKSON, TENNESSEE
THE OTHER SIDE
—
3883 Highway 45 North
(901) 668—3749
5 p.m.—midnight Sun.—Thurs.
5 p.m.—3 a.m. Fri./7 p.m.—3 a.m. Sat.

SOCIAL
MEMPHIS, TENNESSEE
| BGCALA..
(The University of Memphis Students for Bisexual, Gay & Les—
bian Association)
(901) 678—5719
BGALA is a social, political and eduational organization.
www.people.memphis.edu/~bgala

COTTON PICKIN‘ SQUARES—MEMPHIS
(901) 272—2116
Meets Thursday nights at 7:30 p.m. at Prescott Memorial Bap—
tist Church, 499 Patterson (Near The University of Memphis)
Square dancing social group
eoo
MEMPHIS AREA GAY YOUTH (MAGY)
._ P.O. Box 241852, Memphis, TN 38124
(901) 335—6249 .
Peer support group for 13— to 21—year olds dealing with gay,
lesbian, bisexual and gender issues
C
d
www.gaymemphis.com/magy

IF YOUR ORGANIZATION ISNT LISTED HERE,
CALL (901) 682—2669

July. 2001

€OCIAL continued
MEMPHIS BEARS
1066 Wrenwood, Memphis, TN 38122
(901) 323—4773
Meets the 2nd Saturday of every month at The Pumping Sta—
tion, 1382 Poplar Ave., at 10 p.m. « Men Only
Email: info@memphisbears.com
Website: www.memphisbears.com
MEMPHIS GAY & LESBIAN COMMUNITY CENTER
P.O. Box 41074, Memphis, TN 38174
(901) 324—GAYS (4297)
www.memphisgayweb.org
MEMPHIS PRIDE INC.
P.O. Box 111265, Memphis, TN 38111—1265
(901) 327—PRIDE
Meets the 3rd Monday of every month at 7 p.m. at Holy Tr1n1ty

Community Church, 3430 Summer Ave.
MIRROR IMAGE
P.O. Box 11052, Memphis, TN 38111—0052
A support group for trans individuals meets the 3rd Saturday
of every month at 7 p.m.
For more information and locations of meetings, write or email
at memphisgroup@usa.com
PEL.A.G.
(Parents, Family & Friends of Lesbians & Gays)
(901) 754—3136
Support meetings for parents, family and friends of gay, lesbian, bisexual and transgendered persons
email: amdrake@mem.po.com
SUNSHINE TRAVELERS
(901) 488—4752
Meets every other Tuesdayat 7 p.m. at The Jungle, 1474 Madi—
son Ave.
TENNESSEE LEATHER TRIBE
Men & Women Welcome
Meets 2nd Sunday of every month at 10 p.m. at The Jungle,
1474 Madison Ave.
http:/ /users.wspice.com/~tecj/tlt/tlt.html
email: tecgj@wspice.com
TSARUS MEMPHIS
(901) 276—4132
Levi—leather club meets the 3rd Saturday of every month at 10
p.m. * Men Only
Read FAMILY and friends MAGAZINE

MISSISSIPPI
GLBA OF OLE MISS
P.O. Box 3541, University, MS 38677
(662) 915—7049
email: glba@olemiss.edu
GLBF
P.O. Box 233, MS State, MS 39762
(662) 325—8241
email: glbt@org.msstate.edu * ~www.msstate.edu/org/glbf
SPORTS
MEMPHIS, TENNESSEE
BLUFF CITY SPORTS ASSOCIATION
P.O. Box 41803, Memphis, TN 38174—1803
(901) 406—5530
Organizes gay sports leagues, including softball and volleyball
BROTHERS & SISTERS BOWLING LEAGUE
Cordova Bowling Center, 7945 Club Center Cove
(901) 737—7824 OR (901) 465—4371
This co—ed bowling league meets every Sunday at 6 p.m. at the
Cordova Bowling Center
MIDTOWNERS BOWLING
Cherokee Bowling Center, 2930 Lamar, Memphls
(901) 323—3111
This bowling league meets weekly on Friday at 7 p.m.
WHOLENESE
MEMPHIS, TENNESSEE
FEAST FOR FRIENDS DINNER __ >
©(901) 272—0855
Dinner is served the 1st and 3rd Monday of everymonth at St. John‘s
United Methodist Church, Bellevue @ Peabody begmnmg at 6 p.m.
LAMBDA CENTER OF MEMPHIS
1488 Madison Avenue
(901) 323—8079
Offering 12—step support groups to the GLBT commumty
MEMPHIS HIV FAMILY CARE NETWORK
880 Madison Avenue, Memphis, TN
(901) 545—8265
Free comprehensive, supportive services and voc/rehab ser—
vices to the HIV—positive —
ORORO—CROSSROADS—
(901) 743—2900
Support group for African—American, same—gender-lovmg men
ConradCRPegues@aol.com
f
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WHOLENES® continued
WELLNESS CENTER AT HTCC
3430 Summer Avenue, Memphis, TN 38122
(901) 754—9423 OR (901) 320—9376
Offers a support program for gay parents and a support pro—
gram for married men dealing with sexual identity _
YWCA ENCORE
MedPlex, 880 Madison Avenue
(901) 754—4356
Support group for lesbians with breast cancer meets every
Wednesday from 10 a.m. to noon

MISSISSIPPI
MISSISSIPPI GAY LOBBY
P.O. Box 6021
Jackson, MS 39288—6021
&
(888) 843—5432
j
email: MissGayLobby@MissGayLobby.org
website: MissGayLobby.org

WEBSITE: www.people.memphis.edu/~bgala
VOICE MAIL: (901) 678—5719

SPIRITUAL
MEMPHIS, TENNESSEE
INTEGRITY MEMPHIS
102 N. Second Street, Memphis, TN 38103
(901) 525—6602
«_ People of all faiths and ideologies are welcome
Meets the 3rd Tuesday of every month at 6:30 p.m. at Calvary
Episcopal Church. Dinner at 7 p.m.
www.geocities.com / integrity_memphis/main.html
LAMBDA CIRCLE
(901) 278—6786
Open to all GLBT persons of faith to join in an affirming time of
prayer, Bible study and discussion.
Meets the 2nd Tuesday of every month from 6:30 to 8:30 p.m. at
First Congregational Church, 1000 S. Cooper Street.
SAFE HARBOR MCC
1488 Madison Avenue (in the Lamba Center)
(901) 458—0501
email: SafeHarborMCC@aol.com
Sunday worship at 10:30 a.m. _
Thursday Bible study at 7 p.m.
JACKSON, MISSISSIPPI
MCC OF THE RAINBOW
5565 Robinson Rd. Ext., Ste. Q, Jackson, MS 39204
(601) 372—6644
Sunday Service at 11:30 p.m.

POLITICAL
MEMPHIS, TENNESSEE
MEMPHIS LESBIAN & GAY COALITION FOR JUSTICE
P.O. Box 241363, Memphis, TN 38124
A civil rights group that promotes equality and combats
prejuidice and discrimination among GLBT peresons
email: mlgg@yahoo.com
www.geocities.com/milgej

BGALA
STUDENTS FOR BI—SEXUAL, GAY, AND
LESBIAN ASSQCIATION

(

GAYELLOW PAGES" \
The ORIGINAL Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual
& Transgender Resource since 1973
All editions now include a SEPARATE SECTION FOR WOMEN
ig

Complete gay—friendly resources & businesses USA/Canada:
ccommodations, bars, bookstores, dentists, doctors, lawyers, therapists,
travel services, organizations, media, religious groups,
help lines & HIV/AIDS resources, much more. Index & fast access phone list.

USA/CANADA: $16 by first class mail: Includes all states and provinces,
plus national headquarters of organizations, mail order companies, etc.
NEW ETHNIC/MULTICULTURAL SECTION
—
EAST and SOUTH Edition: $12 by first class mail
j
AL, AR, AZ, CT, DC, DE, FL, GA, HI, KS, KY, LA, MA, MD, ME, MO,
MS, NH, NJ, NM, NY, NC, OH, OK, PA, PR, RI, SC, TN,
=
TX, US Virgin is, VA, VT, WV
A Future editions will include Ethnic/Muiticultural section
Not a local giveaway:
Buy us at gay—friendly stores like
Inz & Outz, Memphis 901—728—6535
Brushstrokes, Atlanta 404—876—6567
Outwrite Bookstore, Atlanta, 404—607—0082
For free listing application, prices, mailing labels, etc.,
please send self—addressed stamped envelope to
Renaissance House, PO Box 533—FF, Village Stn, NY, NY 10014
Voice: 212—674—0120 Fax: 212—420—1126
Email: GAYELLO@BANET.NET

\http:iquellowpages.com j
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HOROSCOPEE

Cancer (June 22—July 23) — Now is a great time to take stock
of your life. Time is now on your side and should bring great
benefits. Think positive thoughts.
Leo (July 24—Aug. 23) — Because of the way the planets
are aligning, romantic partnerships, as well as business part—
nerships, are highlighted on the positive side. Expect the
unexpected.
Virgo (Aug. 24—Sept. 23) — Your career could be takmg a back—

Capricorn (Dec. 22—Jan. 20) — The stars are full of love and
romance for you this month. New profitable ideas are on the
horizon, especially if you turn on your impressive charm.
Aquarius (Jan. 21—Feb. 19) —Now is not the time to be alone
as friends offer your greatest support and advice. Highlight is
on groups. New romance is right around the corner.
Pisces (Feb. 20—March 20) — This is the time to explore new
career options. If you have the ambition you will be successful.

wards turn now. Double check any information before sharing
it with others. Now is the time to discuss your career goals.
Libra (Sept. 24—Oct. 23) — Focus this month is positive for
forming new relationships, be them business or romantic. Now
is the time to utilize your best skills.
Scorpio (Oct. 24—Nov. 22) — Now is definitely the time to
focus on your finances. Listen to professionals, they know
what they are talking about. Success is favored, no matter
the endeavor.
Sagittarius (Nov. 23—Dec. 21) — New ideas could play
an important part in your future. New friends can be found
in nearby places. What you seek is already near, just open
your eyes.

Focus on social get—togethers.
Aries (March 21—April 20) — If you‘re creative, your income
could increase through your crafts this month. If you wish hard
enough, dreams can become realities.
— Taurus (April 21—May 21) — Emphasis this month is on cre—
ative matters and should bring increased income. Use your de—
termination and open new doors.
Gemini (May 22—June 21) — Double check everything this
month. Now is perfect time for relationships because what you
want is what you get.
Editor‘s Note: Horoscopes are meant for entertainment purposes
only and are for the month of July 2001.

MEMPHIS‘ FINEST AND MOST
COMPLETE ADULT
ENTERTAINMENT CENTERS
VIDEO RENTALS AND SALES — PREVIEW BOOTHS

FANTASY
waAREHOUSE*
Fantasy Warehouse #1 (North)
1791 N. White Station Road
(Open 24 hours) « (901) 683—9649
Executive South (East)
1847 E. Brooks Road
Mini Theatre (Brooks Rd. Only) + (901) 345—0825
e e e ce ce ce e e e e le e e le e e ce e e e e e e e e e

take
TAKE

Fantasy Warehouse #4 (North)

the

test

CONTROL

—

&)
$25

, Confidential HIV Counseling & Testing

2532 N. Watkins — (901) 358—8642
FOR MEN & WOMEN

NOW RENTING DVDs

MEMPHIS REGIONAL

Employment Opportunities Available

PLANNED PARENTHOOD

& checks accepted at #1 and #4 ONLY
OPEN 7 DAYS

1407 UNION AVE., 3"° FLOOR
NO APPOINTMENT NECESSARY!
SEE RECEPTIONIST
Planned Parenthood

a Memphis Regional
4
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Ozment
Attorney at Law
138 North Third Street _
Memphis, Tennessee 38103
S.

138N.Third
Jefferson

Fourth Street

Third Street 96

Joseph

Second Street

—

— (901) 525—HELP (4357)
e—mail — thoz@aol.com
Criminal Defense
State and Federal Court
Drug Possession—DUI—Driving On Revoked License
Domestic Violence, All Felonies and Misdemeanors
OtherAreas of Practice Include: ,
Divorce, Child Custody and Visitation, Bankruptcy, Personal
Injury, Auto Accidents and Social Security Disability
Payment Plans Available in Most Cases
Visa, MasterCard, Discover and American Express Accepted
NottheCertifiedAsA
CivilTrial,
Criminal
Trial
or
Consumer
Bankruptcy
Specialist
By
Tennessee Commission On
Continuing Legal Education and Specialization
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Catch Tunica‘s best musical and comedy acts in the

Gold Strike‘s Millennium Theatre. See dazzling
sal
HOWIE MANDEL

production shows and dynamite headliners. Live

ECEoa
entertainment? At Gold Strike, it‘s state—of—the art

(just like our theatre).

7 6 sB Ts
_ (CASINO RESoRD)
Tunica, MS
WINNING 15 EVERYTHING
For complete show schedules call 1—800—24K—PLAY
Tickets available at the Millennium Theatre Box Office
or online at goldstrikemississippi.com * AOL KEYWORD: Gold Strike
For groups of 20 or more please call 662—357—11 27
Unless otherwise noted must be 21 to attend
wwticketmaster.com
(euler
eeeeeo
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